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UMR students physically assaulted on campus grounds
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On October 3 I, at about 12:50
a.m., a student at UMR was walkingacrosscampus. Hewas walk ing
nearthe hockey puck and he noticed
two people standing near the breezeway as he passed. He then noticed
that they had begun walking behind
him. Before he knew it hewaspushed
to the ground . .
Suddenly, there were more
people around him; kicking him in
the head and ribs. As he fought his
way to his feet he asked them what
they wanted. The answer was
money. Afterseeingwhathethought
was a knife, he gave them $20. They
took his $20 and his backpack and
ran in the direction of Pine St.
The suspects in this crime were
described'by the victim as small to
medium build. One had all black
sweatshirt, with a black hood and
another had a red sweatshirt.

by Casey Morriss
Staff Writer
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Earlier in the evening of the October 31, there was a student who went
through the tunnel, toward TJ who saw
what was most likely the people in
question. As he approached, he heard
one of them say, "Here comes someone." He described them as five white
males and as "high school" age. One had
a red and White coat, another was wear- ing a red and white sweater; one was
wearing a red and black flannel shirt and
one had a dark green or blue shirt on. '
ChiefBi11 Bleckmann of the UMR
PD urges, "Anyone seeing a couple of
people, particularly high school age,
loitering around, give us a call and we'll
check them out. Also, please consider
walking with someone and not alone
when going out."
If you have any information that
may be useful, or if you see anything
suspicious, do not hesitate to call the
UM R PO at 341 -4300. Also don't
forgettheuMR POWebpageat http :/

/www.umr . edu/ - police.

A dramatization of
an assailant as
depicted by one of
the assauH victims. _
UMR Police encourages students
to, at least walk in
'pairs when traveling around campus at night.

Officials from European colleges to visit UMR Mock OWl car crash set for today
The International Affairs Office offers chance to learn
more about UMR's student
exchange program.

Bldg

On October 31 at 9: 15 p.m. another
student was walking from TJ into the
tunnel that leads to campus, when he
noticed two people wearing Halloween
costumes. One was wearing a skeleton
mask. The student walked on through
the tunnei and soon he heard the sound
ofrunning behind him. Hewaspunched
in the back of the head and several others
came from the far end ofthe tunnel to
join in. He was assaulted in a similar
,fashion. When he gothimselfto his feet,
the suspects fled in the direction of Pine
St.
Neither of the students were seriously injured. The UMR PO sent out a
crime alert to the residence halls, fraternities and sororities Saturday November 1. That Monday the crime alert was
sent to each department on campus. The
Rolla Police Department was also notified.
The UMR PO is currently investigating the incidents and they do believe
that they are related. There are no
substantial physical descriptions avail-

Friday, November 14, at 2 p.m. in
the Silver and Gold Room, UCE, there
will be an "pen forum for students and
facultY to learn more about UMR's
student exchange program. The forum,
which is sponsored by the International
AffairsOffi ce, will feature officials fro m
three different European schoo ls w ith
which UMR has signed exchange student agreements. The officials, as well
as representatives from the International
Affairs Office, will be on hand to discuss
and answer questions about the student
exchange program.
The schools represented at the
forum will beBelgium' sHautes Estudes
commerciaJes Liege, Finland' s Satakunta
Polytechnic and Hogeschool Limburg
from The Netherlands.
According to Jeanie Smallwood,
director of International Affairs, the
student exchange program involves a
Cooperative agreement between UMR
and schools overseas. By participating
in the program, UMR students can pay
tuition and fees at UMR out spend the
semester at a different school. In exchange, UMR hosts foreign students
who have paid tuition and fees at their
respective home institutions.
One advantage this program has
over other overseas study opportuni-

Poi'ytechnic in Finland_ This semester
ties, according to Smallwood, is that the
student's financial aid app lies just as it he is taking classes here in Rolla on his
way to earning a degree in Industrial
wo uld if the student were study ing in
Engineering.
Rolla
. "This could be my only opportuSmall~ood feels that spending a
semester overseas can be a valuable ni tytocometothe United States," Hatju
experience for students. "Companies said. So far this semester he has traveled
to SI. Lou is and Omaha, as ,well as
are looking for internationall y minded
several communistudents, and this
ties around Rolla.
kind of experience
OverThanksgiving,
makes the student
heplans to go skiing
more marketable,"
in Colorado with a
Smallwood said .
friend he made here
Smal lwoodencourin Rolla.
ages all students
Accordingto Hwj u
who might be inte rschool here is quite
ested to attend the
similar to his school
forum on Friday or
in Finland. Howto visit the Internaever, one ofthe main
tional Affairs office
differences he sees
with questions.
isthat there are more
Students inteam pro-jects here.
terested in participating in the pro- Exchan,ge student, Teemu "I think that' sa good
gra ni can apply Harju. photo by WendyHoffman thing," Hwju said,
"You get to meet
through the International Affairs office. According to more people and make new friends." In
Smallwood, applications are then re- addition to the teamwork fromhis c1asses
viewed by a committee that will look at making him less shy around people,
things such as GPA and maturity level Hwju feels the experience has made him
in deciding whether or not the student more confident and independent all
wiII be allowed to participate. The around.
"Before coming here, I had always
makeup of the committee depends on
the program of study planned by the traveled with friendsand family. I didn't
student. One of the committee's main even knowifl could manage to get on the
responsibilities is to ensure that the right plane in the airport," Hwju said.
student wiII be a good representative of "Now I feel ifl could do that, I could do
anything I want."
UMR and the United States.
Harju says he looks forward to
One student who has benefited
from the student exchange program is returning to the United States some day
as part of his work or possibly to conTeemu Hwju ofRauma, Finland. Harju
is a 22 year old senior at Satakunta tinue his education.

by Mike Matthews
Student Action Team
"-

On -Wednesday, November 12, the UMR Student Action Team and
Residence Hall Association, in conjunction with the Campus Police, Rolla Fire
Department, Phelps County EMT, Coroner and Jack's Towing, will present
an Alcohol AwarenesslDrunk Driving Docu-Drama to students at UMR. The
program will begin at approximately 12:25 p.m. in front of the li brary.
The presentation
will include a mock
crash involving students from campus. Six
students have been
selected to play the
roles of dead and injured victims. Students viewing the crash
w ill not have prior
knowledge as to what
wiII be happening.
Police, ambUlance and fire rescue teams will be summoned to the crash
as the scene plays out. Each shall perform their duties as they would in real
life situations: using the jaws of life, giving sobriety tests.
~fter the scene, a follow-up will be given stating what consequences
ensued for each of the members of the accident and to address any questions
or comments.
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Attention December
graduates: Commencement announcements are now available
in the Registrar's Office for all
students who will graduate on
December 20 . These announcements are provided by the un iversity at no cost to the graduate.

The University of Missouri
•
-Rolla C.L. DakeGeologyClub
is sponsoring a mineral auction Saturday, November 22 in
McNutt Hall . Registration runs
from 9am tonoon. Thechildren's
auction will begin at noon. The
main auction will begin at I p.m.
Admission to the event is
free and is open to everyone.
Concessions will besold throughout the day .• For more information contact Nancy Johnson, at
(573) 308-1562.
•
All Apartments (http://
www.allapartments.coml) has
launched the most comprehensiveapartment locator service
on the Web. Renters and property owners can accessAllApartment's free database ofmore than
5 million listings in over 4,000
cities.
Site features in~lude : proximity searches, listings bX price
range, unit size, floorplans with
photos, maps, driving directions
and 24 additional amenities.
Free to both renters and
property owners, AliA partments is ad vertiser supported
with a fee for premium listings.
Connected to redundant T- 3's,
AIIApartments is ' fast, simple
and requires minimal queries from
users to quickl y locate just the
right apartment.
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Expert system to address problems of electromagnetic interference
by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer

'"

Electrical engineers at the University ofM issouri-Rolla are working with
several private companies to create a
software program designed to catch and
fix electromagnetic glitches during the
design of printed circuit boards used in
computers, automotive parts and other
electronic products.
The consortium is a three-year
project between UMR and nine diverse
businesses -- from equipment manufacturer Caterpillarto computer giants Intel
and Sun Microsystems. The project has
more than $ I million in funding from
consortium members.
Now in its second year, the project
will result in "expert" software products
that will help electronics makers meet
federal standards on electromagnetic
emissions. The expert sy~tem should
also save circuit board makers a lot of
time and money by allowing them to
catch and fix problems beforethecircuit
boards are manufactured.
"Computer systems are getting
faster, and the faster they get, the more

likel y they are to act as tiny radios and
emit signals. Whatwehavetodoismake
them extremely inefficient radiators."
said Dr. Todd Hubing, an associate professorofelectrical engineering at UMR
and also one of fouJ UMR electrical
engineering researchers involved in the
UMR EMI (electromagnetic interference) Expert System Consortium.
The
UMR research team
also
inc1udes one
vis i tin g
scholar, 15
graduate
stu den t s
and five undergraduate
students.
Hubing and his colleagues in UMR's
electrical engineering department - Drs.
Tom Van Doren, James L. Drewniak
and Richard E. DuBroff--cameupwith
the idea fordevelopingan expert system
after working with Boeing on a similar
project. With Boeing, the UMR researchers developed software to locate

Miner Spotlights:
by,Keith Missey
Assistant News Editor
Many students know that there is
a Center for Personal and Professional
Development on campus, but most students do not reali.ze how much it can
help in their academic and professional
careers.
The mission of the Center for Personal and Professional 'oevelopment is
"to promote learning, cooperative working relationships, and personal and professional development within the uni. versity community of students, faculty, and staff." Director Debra
Robinson explained , "We do this in a
variety of ways including individual
consultations with counselors or psychologists and group structured programs dealing with many helpful issues."
The professional as pec't of the
Center helps students determine what
they would like to do after college. The

EMI "design rule violations" in circuit
board designs.
Also working with the four UMR
professors is Dr. Sergiu Radu, a visiting
professor from Romania.
"The need for an expert system is
great because circuit board designers
often know little about EMI concerns,"
Hubing said. "There are few EMI engineers in the
world , but
many Circuit
board designers," he
added . In
the earl y
days of personal computers, the
c i r cui t
boards that
ran PCS would interfere with the music
of office radios. This is do to the circuit
boards broadcasting radio signals. The
result is static heard on the radio.
This is one common example of
how electronic noise can disrupt the
operation of everyday products, and
this problem, for the most part, has been

taken care of by manufacturers of both
PCS and radios. But new problems of
electromagnetic interference are likely
to arise as portable electronic products
-- such as compact-disc players, laptop
computers and hand-held computers-becomemorecorrunonplace.Signalsfrom
these products could potentially interfere with the computer systems of airplanes, automobiles and other complex
electronic systems.
At UMR, the researchers test a
variety of products in the ElectromagneticCompatibility(EMC) Laboratory,
analyze the results, and write the algorithms that will be used to develop an
,expert software system that can be used
by any circuit board designer.
The UMR researchers then hand
off their algorithms to the consortium's
software partners. Those partners develop computer-assisted design software products to be used by circuit
board designers in the industry. All
information is shared among the
consortium'smembers, andallhardware
companies in the consortium receive

see Interference on page 18

Center for Personal and Professional Development
staffof the Cen ter also holds workshops
on communication skills and time management to name a few. Robinson said,
"We'redifferentthan'theCareerOpportunities Center in the sense that they
help you get a job and prepare you for
the later stages of the job search and
placement. We help in the beginning
stages like helping a student select a
major and exploring his or her career
options."
Students can go to the Center for
help in their personal lives also. Rela:
tionships are a big part of that aspect as
well as academic success and other personal concerns. "Relationships area big
factor in college," Robinson said. "You
have roommates, friends, family, girlfriends, boyfriends and faculty. Students come in often with problems on
that level. We also hold workshops to
help the academics success of students
incl uding time management, study skil Is,
test preparation and study skills."
The Center offers these services in
two different ways as mentioned before,

The

Missouri Miner
The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the students of the University of Missouri
- Rolla. It is distributed each Wednesday in Rolla, Missouri and features activities of the students of
UMR .
The Missouri Miner encourages comments from its readers and will attempt to print all
responsible letters and editorial material received. All submissions must have a name, student ID
number, and phone number for verification. Names may be withheld upon request.
The Missouri Miner is operated by the studen.ts ofUMR and the opinions expressed in it do
not necessarily reflect those of the university, 'faculty, or student body.
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by 3:30 p.m. on the Thursday before publication . Submissions, Il21 including personals, will be
accepted through e-mail at miner@umr . edu. The Missouri M iner reserves the right to edit all
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Mailing Address: .
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103A Norwood Hall
Office: (573)341-4312
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Advertising Only: (573) 341-4235
E-Mail :
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
mine r@umr.edu

through individual counseling and group
structured programs.
Robinson commented, "Anyone
can come in at any time and make a
personal appointment with a counselor
or psychologist. Most students think
you have to be really sick to talk to one
ofthose individuals. Wegetawiderange
of students coming in who want to talk
to a counselor or psychologist, from
those who have small .development issues in school to those .who want to
commit suicide. However, the majority
that come in are not serious to the
suicidal degree, and we encourage students with any type of problem to come
talk to a counselor."
The other side ofihe Center is the
group structured programs. Most ofthe
programs are offered on request and
student groups are invited to take advantage of these resources.
Programs include self-esteem,
stress management, career decisions
making, family issues, relationships,
sexual traumas, conflict resolution, com-

munication skills, stress management,
study skills, test anxiety, time manage·
ment, motivation, team building, diversity issues and leadership training.
The Center also offers testing services for a variety of national and placement tests and a comprehensive resource center on many self-help topics.
The Center is probably the first campus
department many students were involved with because they coordinatethe
Preview, Registration and Orientation
program for all incoming freshmen .
The Center has been around since
the 1960's, and Robinson has been director since 1990. Other staff members
include Assistant Director Carl Bums,
Ph.D., Counseling Psychologist Kevin
Gaw, Ph.D., COUI d ing Psychologist
Sam Burton, Ph .D., Counselor Diane
Stutts, M.A., Counselor Julia Zapadka,
M.A. and Counselor Patti Fleck, M.S.,
A.B.D. The support staff includes
Testing Technician Patty Frisbee, Se·
nior Secretary Laura Kahl and Secretary
Angie Parsons.
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How can one put a value on a life?
An editorial by Verve Editor Jeff Leong
How much do you value life? When I
say life, I mean yours, mine, the animal s
around us and the ants that walk under us.
How can we stamp a price on life? A case that
was resolved recently in Bloomfield, Iowa
reminded me of this issue. In this case, two
18-year-olds were fou·nd guilty on two
misdemeanor charges of offense against an
ani mal s he lter in Fairfield , Iowa and a
misdemeanor charge for criminal trespassing
of the said shelter. The crime that was
committed in this animal shelter
was the brutal murdering of 16
cats and the injury of seven more
with baseball bats.. The j ury
decided that the value of the
cats' lives didn ' t exceed the
$500 needed to warrant a
felony charge.
For two misguided
teens to commit such a
senseless act is
beyond
my
belief. But when
the jury thought
that the lives of
those cats weren 't
worth more than
$31.25 a cat, I was
terrified. The attorney

general of the county cited many sources of
which made the cats worth much more, but the
value of life, no matter how significant, is
priceless. When I see cats and dogs roaming
the streets of Rolla, I often wonder to myself
where they couldb e right then . They could be
making children happy and enjoying the lives
they have. Instead, these domesticated animals
are forced to live thei r lives always worrying if
they'll survive another day.
Nationwide efforts, from Bob Barker's
da ily tip to haye your pets
spayed or neutered to the
founding of organizations such
as the American Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (h t tp : //www .
a spca . org I), has
sparked new interests in
animal rights.
Animals are
here to accompany
humans on this land.
We should treat and
value them as if they
were one of our own.
The price that we put
on animal life should
be just as great as that
of human life.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL 1997
The final examination period will begin Monday. December 15. 1997 at 8:00 a.m, and end at 6 :00 p ,m .. Friday.
December 19. 1997, Common fmals are schedilled for those courses listed in Section below. Room assignments
for common finals will be announced by the instructors. The courses not covered in Sections I, II, and mare
to be arranged by the instructor in cooperation with the students in that eolll'Se.

n

r.

November 20
Thursday
Pool Tournament
Sign up at The Grotto

Evening Course Fmals are scheduled for the evening session during fmal week. Evening
courses are those courses beginning after 5:30 p ,m. Evening finals begin at 7 :00 p.m.
Common Finals include All Sections of a course.

n.

B Eng SO. ISO
B Eng 110
B Eng 14CJ
Chem226

CE 233
EE lSI
EE 153

EM 160
His! 112, 175, 176
Math 2. 8
Math 6 A-K. 204
Math 21, 22
MEWS
ME 211
ME 21)
ME 219,24CJ,242
ME 279

ME2SO
Phys 23. 24

m.

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday

TUesday
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Monday

TUesday
Monday
Tuesday

b; Ktisten HI

1:30-3 :30
1:30-3 :30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
1:30-3 :30
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
1:30-3 :30
1:30-3 :30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
8:00-10:00

~

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT WE CATER
- TOUMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES AND
MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & Th~ Grotto's
11:30-2:00

FInal Exam TIme
Thursday
10:30-12:30
TUesday
4 :00-6:00
Wednesday
10:30-12:30
Thursday
8:00-10 :00
Friday.
1:30-3:30
Wednesday
4 :00-6:00
Thursday
4:00-6:00
Monday
4:00-6.:00
Friday
8 :00-10:00
Friday
10:30-12:30
10:30-12:30
Monday
Wednesday
1:30-3 :30
TUesday
10:30-12:30
Friday
4:00-6:00

BEER
-LARGE SELECTION OF MICROS & IMPORTS-

SPIRITS • WINE

Assistant Ven

KEGS
HOME BREW SUPPLIES
'8£EI\

~
Special Orders Welcome!

1021 Kingshighway-RoUa

BE A TEACHER~ BE A HERO.

,

:1

:,

Me/Visa/Discover

Call1-800-45-TEACH.

"Excuse me?'
hear it runninf
t~tnow. (Did lfo
~1tsstd wilh telepat

11111

-DOMESTIC & IMPORTED-

364-6845

The

by Sarah A/be,

-DOMESTIC & IMPORTED-

Acrording to the Swdep! Academic Regulations all requests to change the final schedule because of conflicts or
having three or more examirialioDS scheduled on one day • are to be made in the Registrar 's Office at least one
week before the beginning or the final examination week" (Friday, December 5).
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Famous Burritos

ReauJar F1nals
FIrst Weeldy Class Meeting
Monday
7:30
8:30
Monday
Monday
9:30
Monday
10:30
Monday
11:30
Monday
12:30
Monday
1:30
Monday
2:30
TUesday
8:05 or 8:30
Tuesday
9:30
TUesday
10:30
TUesday 11:05 or 11 :30
TUesday
12:30
TUesday
1:30 or 2:05
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Mandarin varden
Biggest Chinese B(l.jjet in Rolla
212 S. Bishop • Rolla, MO 65401
For Reservations and Take-Out, Call

573-364-9610

~

i~:"ioii SBR.VlCE"& CATERING

: ." . "'AisoAVAILABLE

Items Alternating Daily Including:
Dumplings' BBQ Pork· Shrimp' Beef' Chicken' Fish' Pork
Soups' Egg Rolls' Crab Rangoon' Fresh fr ui t · Much , Much More!

LUNCH BUFFET (11 am· 4 pm ) ...... .... .............. ......... .. .... .. . $4.45
DINNER BUFFET ......... ................................................. ..$7.45
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Verve
k'now: Diane Stutts

A person you
by Kristen Hartman
Verve Writer
Going to college is definitely a
learning experience. Not only must a
student learn academics, but he must
also learn how to successfully manage
time, stress, money, relationships and
career goals. Being able to manage all
aspects of life can be just as vital as
academics to one's success as a college
student and in the future. But as holds
true to all learning experiences, students are going to make mistakes and
sometimes lose direction. Like UlV!R
professors help us to leam academics,
the counseling staff in the Center for
Personal and Professional Development
is here to help students manage the
various aspects of his or her lives.
Diane Stutts is a counselor in the
center and finds her job to be an important one.
"There hardl y is a non-peak time
anymo~e. Problems don't go away,"

Stutts said. "In the first week or two of
school, people are' still finding their
way, but now is a particularly difficult
time [for students] because we're in the
middle of the semester."
It is the variety of services that are
offered at the center thit makes it an
. incredible resource to students and an
asset to the UMR campus.
The center can not only help students with extremely personal problems such as depression, self-esteem,
sexual abuse, family and relationships,
but it can also help students learn better
studyskills,deal with test anxiety, manage theii time and make career decisions.
According to Stutts, astudent who
has a concern and wants to speak with
a counselor must simply go to the center in 204 Norwood or call and set up an
appointment. When the student meets
with the counselor, the decision will be
made as to whether the student will
'benefit most from individual counsel-

ing, group counseling or ifit would be
best to refer the student to someone in
the community.
To seek the center's services is not
to say that counseling is going to become a necessary part ofa student's life.
Rather, it is based on the student's

Diane Stutts
Photo by Wendy Hoffman

. six of those years on the UMR campus
needs.
"People have different needs at holding a variety of positions in student
different times. It depends on tl)e na- affairs. This experience influences her
current role as a counselor.
ture of the problem," Stutts said.
"I draw on that student affairs liackSome students may need to go to
counselingonceaweekoronceamonth. ground," Stutts said. "We' re counseOthers may only go once a year. Re- lors and mental health professionals,
gardless, a student is allowed 12 ses- but we do it [counsel] in a student
sions per academic year and 24 sessions affairs atmosphere."
in an academic lifetime at UMR. SerStutts and the other counselors
vices are free to students and confiden- and psychologists in the center are here
for students, but it is up to the person to
tial.
Being able· to provide such a ser- take the initial step . .
"Wlien you find yourself in pain in
vice to students is rewarding for Stutts.
"It' s interesting to have a very an emotional issue, it' s asignal that you
personal relationship with someone could benefit from talking to someone,
where you listen deeply. It's meaning- but not everyone is ready to make
ful to have so~eone trust you enough to changes. . You have to want to take
unload a very personal problem on you. action," Stutts said.
It's very satisfying," Stutts said. "It' s a
The secret to success at UMR is to
privilege."
seek assistance when you need it and
Stutts, who has her bachelor's de- before it is too late. Stutts and the other
gree in English, has her master's degree members ofthe Center for Personal and
in counseling. She has worked in higher Professional Development -staff are
education for 18 years. She has spent ready to take action when you are.

The power of color Some very bad things to think about

ideas for what to do with the $25 ,000 that was approved
for residence hall funds . He would then take those ideas
and bring themup at TJHA. It was a great idea.
Well, anyway, he gave us space to ~te on his dryThis is a warning to anyone that cares. Some material
erase board. It said, "Whatshouldwedowith$25,000?"
discussed in this article may be considered offensive to
Underneath that, someone felt it necessary to add "$25,000
certain readers. Just so everyone knows, this material is
is a lot of money . . . for me to POOP on!" Well, as we
not meant to be offensive, just merely a topic
were walking by, we noticed this. Then someone
for discussion. Also, if you get into a discusadded, "But that' s a bad thing - to defecate on
. sion on the material discussed here, you may
anything .. ." Naturally, someone else added, " But
get a major headache. I am warning you now.
what if who wrote the first statement was an angelAlso, the opinions and views presented in this
would it be blessed (not a bad thing)?" Well that got
article do not necessarily represent the views
us going. We started arguing. We continued to
and opinions ofthe author. You have been warned.
debate. We then discussed the topic very thorThere are many very bad things in this
oughly. Back and forth , forwards and back- '
world. They are considered bad because they are
wards, diagonal ways and slantways, every which
unfavorable to happen to one. A while ago, many
way you imagine, we discussed this mind-rattling
of us on our floor got into . a serious philosophical
topic for a long time. We finally decided that it
conversation at about I :30 in the morning. We started
didn' t matter if whoever it was who wrote the first
discussing many bad things. We conversed.· We
statement - even if that person were an angel - it
debated. We started gelting emotional. When all
would be a bad thing. So, to clarify things, we wrote
the tempers were fired up, we eventually came to
a peaceful standstill while agreeing about 00""''''':_..1 on Seamus' board: "Being defecated on is a bad thing .
.. even by an' angel."
very bad thing.
But there are also many other very bad things that
What we eventually decided on was . that "Being
we then started to talk about. For instance, someone then
defecated on isa bad thing - even by an angel." It all started
when our resident assistant Seamus McGrath (he's a great ' came up with another very bad thing. That person said,
guy, if you see him around shake his hand and give him a
see Bad things on page 14
pat on the back) posted a list where we could write doWn

by Nick Skupnick, G.I. T

this article, it says, ;'Surrounding your'selfwith somber colors can make you
Assistant Verve Editor
fatigued and depressed. " I don't know
"Excuse me? The power of color," about you, but I can safely say that the
I can hear it running through your mind only pastels in my closet are gray, blue,
right now. (Did Iforgetto mention I am' and white (if you would consider that a
blessed with telepathic powers on occa- pastel color).
favorite colors are
sion?)
dark blue, dark green, dark red and
I did get it right. The power of anything that you could describe as a
color. Blue is my absolute fav~rite dark color (with a few exceptions to the
favorite color. There are many others rule). ·When I wear fire engine red I feel
tliat I like, but none that I love as much like I am ·a beacon to mark a landing
as blue. Whenever I wear a blue shirt, strip, or a warning light to stop traffic.
or maybe even a dark green shirt I just I do not wear orange, yellow or pink. I
feel better, happier would be a lot more don ' t wear any clothes that are those
precise.
colors. In fact, the only time I wear tan
My mother sent me a little clip- or brown, or any of those non-somber
ping from The Reader's . Digest, en- colors are when they are paired with
titled "Eighi Easy Ways to Beat Fa- any of my "happy dark colors."
tigue." (This article is out of the Octosee Color on page 14
ber97 issue if anyone is interested.) In

by Sarah Albers

My

Verve Writer

Flower Power: I want my brain back!
by Daisie H.M. Hobson
Verve Writer
"If I only had a brain." -The
Scarecrow (The Wizard ofOZ)
I have decided that life would be a
lot simpler if! only had a brain . I think
I had one at one time but I seem to have
misplaced it. Maybe I just have forgotten how to use the darn thing. When did
!forget? Now that is the question. Did
I really forget or has this school been
secretly destroying it since I' ve been a
freshman?
The possibilities are endless. You
thin k I would miss it. Honestl y, I onl y

notice that it is missing when I get my
tests back. It suddenly occurs to me that
I'm not as smart as I think I am. !think
it is in the action plan to destroy at least
10 brains a year. It starts as a freshman
in those awful calculus, physics and
chemistry classes. It only gets worse as.
you fini sh those awful classes.
Then you get a break your junior
year. You are done with the stupid
general classes and now you are in your
majorlearningsomething and enjoying '
it. But then the tables tum again and
there you are with no brain. Thi s is
onl y my fourth year so I feel really sorry
for the super seniors. But wait! Maybe

they get their brain back for the fifth
year. Well, to be honest, I don't wantto
stick around to find out if that theory is
correct.
So, back to if I only had a brain.
What would I do with it once I had it?
Did I actually have a brain in the first
place or was I just faking. it? I would
trust this question to ·scientists but now
I' m afraid they are the ·ones who have
taken it. I want my brain back! Please!
OK, so I' m being alittle silly. I' m
not trying to be negative; I' mjust trying
to laugh myselfout of the F Ijust got. It

see Brain on page 14
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Tips and Quips for Writers:

Conclusions are important
by Barbara Baird

himlher in the paper?
Conclusions are not recommendations. Obviously, recommendations
Trying to figure out how to end are put in a separate paragraph, and
speeches and papers is a difficult task
usually labeled as recommendations.
for some people. Formal speeches de- Recommendations are based on the obmand a polite and gracious endservations made in the concluing. Written forms of lansions and can suggest future
guage, like papers, often are
investigations and studies.
guilty of ending abruptly beRecommendations supply
cause no one is watching
the solutions to the proband listening to us as we
lems, if possible.
end them!
Above all, do not end your
You may try testing
paper with, "The End." You got
yourpaper' sconclusion by
away with this ending once or
reading your introduction
twice in grade school, it will not work at
immediately followed by your
the university level! Think of your
conclusion. Reading aloud will help conclusion as the final play in a football
you to answer the following questions game. Either punt or run with if - but,
about your conclusion. Is there a logi- do it well! Or, for those of you who
cal progression from beginning to end? cannot relate to that image, try this one.
Does your conclusion clearly restate Picture yourself at a party (party being
your introduction ' sthesis or main point? your paper) and get ready to leave. Do
Also, does it restate the main argu- not forget to thank your hostess and tell
ments, or points, of your paper? Is your her why you had a good time.
conclusion convincing? But above all,
Quip: Proofread your writing todoes it tell your reader what you told . . see if any words out.

Center for Writing Tech.

fJ?' and perform
~YiouS albums

~uiah Song"and

Okra Man Part 3:

Cautionary cooking kitchen caper
by Sean Cordes
Verve Writer

Irish Times:

Fridays are Green daze!
. by Daniel McCulley, Jr.

St. Pat's Committee
It' s getting closer to St. Pat's
1998 and there are plenty of ways to
get psyched up.
The best way to get involved,
while showing your support for the
greatest celebration ever, is to wear
your 1998 St. Pat's sweatshirt. You
can pick up your 1998 St. Pat's
sweatshirt every day of the week at
the puck. We will be more than
happy to outfit you with the proper
size. Every day is a good day to
wear Green, especially on Fridays
because they are the campus ' s
"Green Daze" when everyone wears
his or her St. Pat' s Green. Some of
you haven't been wearing your
Green on Fridays. All you have to
do on Fridays is grab some jeans and
a sweatshirt and you are ready to go.
It's just that easy.
You can also start designing
and working on your float. If that 's
not enough , the St Pat's homepage
is always a good place to stop when

you are surfing the Internet. Just
stopbyhttp://www.umr.edul-stpats
and see everything that ' s happening
with theSt. Pat's Celebration. There
are always descriptions of current
events, pictures ofthe merchandise,
and lists of committee members
along with an informational history
page. This page is constantly being
updated so you can always be kept
up to date on everything to do with
St. Pat's.
If you really want to get involved with the greatest celebratiori
ever, the St. Pat's Committee will
hold an informational meeting on
No vember 24 in the Mark Twain
Room of the University Center East
at 8 p.rn. If you are .interested in
what's going on with St. Pat's or are
thinking about joining the St. Pat's
Committee, this is the perfect meeting to attend. As you can see, there
is a plethora of things 1'0 keep you
involved in SI. Pat's. Get fired up
and keep thinking Green because
the Best Ever 90" Ann~al St. Pat's
' 98 is only 127 Daze Away!

THE MINER MUSIC REVIEW:
by Jimbob
Music Reviewer
The semester is winding down quicker then
expected for me as well as many students. Just
around the comer is Thanksgiving. Afterthat, the
last round of tests occur and then the dreaded
finals. Iamgoingtobereally busy forthenextfew
weeks, so please bare with subtle changes and not
so flooding reviews. This week's issue is going to
have a review from the Deftones and The Crystal
Method. They both are pretty happenin' groups.
However, the Deftones will be playing at Mississippi Nights in St. Louis on December I J. A
defin ite show to go see. By the list of the CD
rel~ases , one can tell that a lot of good concerts
wilL~~~~ l!P the ~ext few ~?~tI1~- ! ,:~r_o~e-,

JI2

Bag Valley, despite an occasional
nefarious characterture, was just about
as wholesome a place as any on this
earth . Every Baggite had a healthy
stock ofthis and that, though there were
times when the populace liked to stop
and chat. And around evening time,
during busy days such as these, many of
them liked to wander down to Happy
Hank' s House 0 ' Cajun for some hot
grub and chat.
Now Happy Hank was Known to
spin quitea tale. Some say that at times
the tales could stretch from here to
Louisiana. In fact, I once heard a man
tell that he had run over such a tail down
by the Texas border (said tale having
run astray). And on most nights
these tales pleased the guests in
general , most sitting back ,
snacking and chatting away at
gator chunks and mud bug
.
tails.
But on a particular night, right
about the time of Halloween, a nasty
twitch got hold of Happy Jack's tale.
The tale got bent and itchy, and although the Hallow spooks had long
since left, that crooked tail itched and
stretched straight towards the thankful
holidays. It was then that an UNHappy Jack went back to his kitchen,
;md turned out the light. The servers,

and chefs, and most of all the seriously
in need of a relaxing meal Baggites
(who dearly missed his presence) were
in dire straits. Somewhere from the
mosscovered three-roomed interior, a
crywentout. OOOOKRAMAAAN!!!!
Now Okra Man had been relax ing,
this being his offseason, and while the
network ofvines that customaril y alerted
him to danger in tile
valley were
twitching rather
less than
weakly

scene. "Someone' s gummed
up the gumbo," he observed. Then
emphaticall y, the Green Avenger
donned his vibrant spring like persona,
growing into Okraaaa Maaan from a
special combination ofchlorophyl, various natural spices and preservatives,
related okra type substances one may
find behind Kroger after the produce
section re-stocks and a spark of sunshine he kept in a secret root bound
vault.

Grabbing a perennial vine line, the
Okra dude vibrated a message to his
buddy Spud Bottums, a.k.a.Tater Boy.
Tater grumbled hard, as the call disturbed him from his morning paper and
coffee and heavy vegetable music.
"Great red beans," Tater Boy grumbled,
"no gumbo, dis no goood, fo sho." And
. then he roared, "I'll harvest myself on
over there Okra, I was fixin to plant
myself there for breakfast, and now my
eyes are see in' red."
Spud rolled to the
scene, detouring onlyslightly
when he veered off into the
woods where a group of bikers
were cueing. He finally rolled up
alongside the highway where some
brownies were picking up trash, almost
closing his eyes for good. He rolled his
30 eyes at them. They s~reamed. And
then rolled into the rustic homey hutch
of Happy Hank's.
There were hordes waiting to
guzzle gumbo and crunch gator and
revel in the glories of red beans and rice
(which are an indispensable part of the
food group you know). Spud burst the
door like a big spring bud. Thirty eyes
glancing around, he bellowed seating
directions for the gathered crowd. Then
with one thick vine; he laid out their
menus, poured them their drinks and
apologized forany inconvenience. "We

: see Okra on page 14
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strengthen and tone his voice. It may sound sissy,
but trust me, once you hear how he mixes those
melodies with his growling voice, you got some
killer songs.
Deftones
The album has 10 tracks on it, each or.e
Around the Fur
having its own personality. The album breaks out
Maverick
with "My Own Summer (Shove It)." The beginPerformance: 7
ning of it has this killer guitar rhythm going on,
while the lyrics are almost story told. Chino' s
Sound Quality: 7
They' re back! The second release by the voice is pretty amazing when you hear how quickly
Deftones with Around the Fur has taken their fans, he changes tone and the expression that impales
as well as the public, by surprise. The album still your listening aura
The tiiIe track, "Around the Fur" is one of my
has their signature sound, but has progressed into
a heavier, yet melodic, masterpiece. Chino Moreno, favorites with its cutting guitar riff, stop and go
lead vocalist, has worked on his singing skills and style similar to that of something off Helmet's
can be heard thro ughout the album. He says tb~ _ ,MeRI'ti rve alb)Jm, qUI go~s fflrtljer 'f;th distortiqn
_ :h~ : I~s~~s~ ~o_ ~u~t: _a~ r.e~ _,,:,omen' s groups fo' and agiin, th..t trah~ing voice bf Chirio' s: When
can ' t wait till the Spice Girls head our way ... Not.
So, moving on with the important stuff, since I am
sure everyone doesn' t want to hear me babble.

listening to the album, in thesongwriter/musician 's
eye, one can ' t hear any eye-popping solos or
anything so complex in rhythm, but the simplicity
in'each song amazes people.
Don 'ttake me wrong, all the songs are kickass,
but there isn ' t any serious finger stretches in the
guitar parts or Dream Theatre off the walJ drum
fill s. I think that is why I like the album so much.
Simple, hardcore, entertaining. Three words
that can only describe this album. If you have a
copy of Adrenaline, you will be surprised when
listening to this album mainly because of the
heavier guitar sound, but just more of Chino
actually singing. If it's that signature scream that
you are after, don't worry, each song has every bit

, - -.- - .-'
see Musio'on-page 14
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SUB CaYSCIQJS:
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When was the last time a Grarnmynominated Saturday Night Live alumnUS came to perform at UMR? Sound
impossible? On Nov. 19, that very
thing will happen when SUB brings
I actor-comedian Adam Sandler to perfonn at 7 :30 p.m. in the Multi-Purpose
building. Sandler, who many of you
might remember as Happy Gilmore or
Operaman, is on a college tour promoting his new album, "What' s your
name?" and performing hits from his
previous albums such as, "The
Chanukah Song" and " Corduroy Blue."
Although student tickets for the show
I are sold out, public tickets are still
available at the UC-West ticket window and Adventuretime Video for $15 .

+Student

to the
slightly
mo the
'bikrn

j

nity to actually see the performers before we actually book them.
The upcoming SUB movie for his
weekend is " Empire Records," showing Friday and Saturday at 7 and 9 p.m.
in ME 104. Also, the annual college
bowl tournament, sponsored by the special events committee, will be held on
December 6 from 9 am. to 3 p.m.
Anyone who would like to get a four
person team together to participate
should sign up in the SUB office. The
winner of the tournament will be eligible to participate in nationwide college bowl tournaments throughout the
rest of the academic year.
If you have any questions about
any of our SUB events or are interested
injoining a SUB committee, please feel
free to come by the office at 218 UCWest or call us at 341-4220.

COOKIES, PIZZA, & BEVERAGES
FOR ALL DONORS
Bring a 15t time dOAor and you both
will receive a complimentary gift!

'MDR

Muscutar Dystrophy Association

Robert Moashegian II and Elizabeth Morris
Photo by Boyd Niesen

1-800-572-1717

Gold Miners recruiting
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by Natalie Dixon
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UMR Gold Miners
If you like to dance, here's
your chance! The UMR Gold Miner
Dance Squad will hold tryouts next
week for the 1997-98 basketball
season. The squad dances at the
ladies' and men' s home basketball
games, both on the sidelines during
the games and on the court during
halftime.
In order to try out, a person
must attend foui hours of clinics.
The clinics are scheduled for Tuesday, November 18 - Friday, No-
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The Associated Students of the University of Missouri (ASUM)

will be hosting a dinner with guest
Missouri House Speaker Steve Gaw

iician's

«

by Genevieve DuBois
Tau Beta PI

Iplici~

The Missouri-Beta (UMR)
chapter of Tau Beta Pi will sponsor
an Engineering Futures Seminar on
Saturday, November 15, from 10
a.m. till 2 p.m. in the Mark Twain
Room in UC-East.
Engineering Futures is a training program put together by our
national Tau Beta Pi office from
material that Fortune 500 companies use to train their employees in
the areas ofpeoples kills, team build-

Open to all UMR students, facul!}' and stafT. R.S.V.P. deadline December I . 1997.
341-4970" umrasum@umr.edu .. www.umr.edu/ -umrasum
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vember 21. Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, clinics will be from 7
to 10 p.m. Friday's clinic will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. Tryouts are Saturday, November 22 at 10 am.
If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact Natalie
Dixon at ndixon@umr . edu or
Natalie Phelan at na t@Umr . edu.
We' d be happy to answer any questions you may have. Gold Miners is
a great way for people who love to
dance to stay in shape and have
some fun at the same time. We hope
to see you next week!

Tau Beta Pi offers seminar

1997 in the Carver-Turner Room
in UCE from 6:00-7:30 p.m.

on December 3,
)105

Theta Tau Omega is happy to
announce the winners of the Freshman ofthe Year Scholarships. They
are Elizabeth Morris and Robert
Moashegian II.
Elizabeth Morris is now a
sophomore with cumulative GPA
of4.0 majoring in geology/geophysics. She is actively involved in
many organizations such as Chi
Onnega sorority and Student Council. She has had numerous awards
for her hard work and now she can
add one more.
Robert Moashegian II is the
male recipient of the scholarship.
Robert has maintained a 3.32 GPA
majoring in chemical engineering.

While here at UMR, Robert has
been involved with Tau Kappa Eps ilon Fraternity, Interfraternity
Council and the UMR traveling
hockey team. His active involvement and well-balanced lifestyle
made Robert the clear winner for the
award.
Theta Tau Onnega has awarded
, these scholarships for many years
with this year being the first to award
two awards: one female, one male.
This year the scholarships ~ere
worth $250 and have the possibility
of being raised for next year's recipients.
So, freshmen, ifyou would like
to be eligible next fall, you need to
keep on those books and take leadership roles in your campus organizations.

This is no time to turn back.
Keep MDA's lifesaving research
moving forward .
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UCE - Centennial Hall
1 0:30AM to 4:30PM
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They will also be available on the day of
the show at the Multi-Purpose building
from noon until about 7:30 p.m. For
those of you who have friends outside
Rolla who are interested in attending,
tickets are available at Streetside records
in Columbia, CarTunes in Fort Leonard
Wood and Samuel's Tuxedos and Gifts
in Jefferson City.
In other Student Union Board
news, the members of SUB ' s Board of
Directors will be in Denver, Colorado
for the National Association ofCampus
Activities (NACA) convention Nov.
13-16. WhileatNACA, we will attend
seminars and performances which will
help us improve our programming for
future semesters. Many of our events
for the upc~riIing semesters will be
booked while we are at NACA, which
is great because we have the opportu-

byDlanaAlt
Student Union Board

er

Organization

rather hefty sum, but provides it free
of charge to student chapters of Tau
Beta Pi. Members of Tau Beta Pi
and freshman who will be in EG-l 0
next semester are strongly encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to enhance their interpersonal skills in preparation for the
"real world."
This semester's session is on
Team Building. There is only space
for about 35 students so if you are
interested and would like to sign up
or have any questions, contact Ani ka
Stucke n sc hne ider via email :
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Sports
Soccer closes season as
MIAA
co-champions
Scott Vogelsang, Joe Young, Matt Long,
Alan McMahon, Coilor Magee, Matt
Staff Writer
Morris, Joel Warneke, Jarred Rhea,
The 1996-97 soccer season has Ashley Dupree, Kevin Levy and Jeff
reaches its end for the University of Hougland.
Three senio~-will not be returnMissouri-Rolla Miners. The scheduled
game on Wednesday, November 5,was ing next year for the Miners and these
canceled due to rain, leaving the Miners include Kwantes, McCoy and Kiefer.
with a record of nine wins and eight
Season resiilts began Aug. 30,
with a 3-2 loss to Northeastern State,
losses.
The season has been a produc- and continued with a 4-3 loss to Lincoln
tion of accomplishments for the men's Memorial on Sept 6, a 3-1 victory over
team. After beginning the season with a Christian Brothers on Sept. 7, a 4-1 loss
somewhat meager start, the men were to Columbia College on Sept. 10, a 2-1
able to pull together and secure enough win over Missouri-Valley on Sept. 12,a
crucial victories in the all~important con- 2-1 win over Missouri-St Louis on Sept
ference games to eam a conference co- 16, a 2-1 win over William Woods on
Sept. 20, a 2-1 victory over Missourichampion title.
Coach Mark Salisbury discussed Southern on Sept. 21, a 5-0 loss to
the early part of the season and said, "I Rockhurst on Sept. 26, a 1-0 overtime
think we had a lot of distractions on our loss to St. Joseph's on Oct. 3, a 5-0 loss
team. Most specifically with the guys, to Quincy on Oct. 7, a 6-0 victory over
I felt that the loss of Pat Boyce this Southwest Baptist on Oct. 10, a 4-2 win
summer, really distracted our guys. over·Missouri-Baptist on Oct. 17, a3-1
That hurt. It distracted the guys and win over Central Methodist on Oct. 19,
kept them from really concentrating on a 1-0 loss to Drury on Oct. 22, a 2-1
playing. You can't fix that. We did start overtime loss to Truman State on Oct.
out kind of slow, at 1-3, but we finished 29, and the season finished with an up9-8. We did pick it up, and we did get swing with a 12-1 victory over Lincoln
on Nov. I.
Miner cross country runner Ben Mulvaney competing in a meet Sept. 13,1997. Mulvaney has better."
The men ' s team set up goals for
For the season the Miners in 17
quallified for nationals for a second year in a row.
photo courtesy of Rod Lentz themselves at the beginning of the sea- games finished with 237 shots to their
son, including . winning 12 games and opponents' 152, 43 goals to their oppo·
winning the conference. Although the nents' 33, 35 assists to their opponents'
men came up aiittle short on the num- 21, and 121 points to their opponents
ber of games goal, they were able to cap- 87.
The Miners finished with a goalsture the conference title, something they
had never done before.
against-average of 1.89.Goalkeeper
injury problems all year which slowed training as early as other teams. WesomeSalisbury said, "I don ' t think we Kwantes recorded one shutout with no
by Brad Neuville ·
our progress some, but other than not times have a mediocre middle of the sea- met all of our expectations, we met some saves in one game of tending goa\. Levy
Assistant Sports Editor
reaching our original goal I was very son because of that but it really paid off ofthem, but we didn't meet all of them. in II games faced 88 shots on goal, reOn Saturday, November 22, se- happy with our finish . Ben [MUlvaney] in the end."
I think that we got better, and I believe cording 45 saves, 14 goals allowed, and
The women had an excellent race that we are just taking a little bit longer a goals-against-average of 1.40.
nior Ben Mulvaney will make his sec- obviously had an excellent race, and I
ond straight trip to the Division II Na- thought that Matt [Hagen] was excep- as well according to Preston.
with the guys to break through, but I do Hougland, in nine appearances at goalie,
"We were really happy with the think that we are going to be a good faced 63 shots on goal, tallying 19 goals
tional Cross Country Championships tionally good as well. He moved up
after placing fifth in the Great Lakes quite a bit from conference and ended women's race. This was one of the high- team."
allowed, 22 saves, and a goals-againstRegional on Saturday, November 8 in up beating several people who finished est places in recent memory [11th place].
The men's team djd exceed expec- average of2.61.
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Mulvaney was the ahead of him at the conference meet. Last year we took 16th, so that's a real tations of others. The Miners were
Stuhlsatz in 16 games recorded
number one individual qualifier in the Kevin Johnson put it together really well improvement. Our goal was to finish in ranked to fini sh third or perhaps second 38 shots, II goals, three assists, and 25
region-the four runners ahead of him all and Craig [McCauley] and Dan [Saylor] the top 10 and we only missed that by in the conference at the opening of the points. Wojtiekwicz in 16 games reone point. That was somewhat ofa dis- season.
went to nationals as a team--and there- each had a solid race."
corded 26 shots, seven goals, four as·
Rounding off the regional team for appointment, being so close to our goal,
fore took one ofthe two individual spots
The UMR Miner team includes sists, and 18 points. McCoy in 14 games
open for the national meet which will be the Miners were sophomore John Sand- but we were really happy anyway."
BJ. Stuhlsatz, Nathan Wojtiekwicz, contributed 35 shots, five goals, four asSophomore Sheri Lentz lead the Gevan McCoy, Mike Kiefer, Greg sists, and 14 points. Kiefer in 17 games
held on the same course as regionals. ers who finished in 97th place with a
Mulvaney finished in a personal record time of35:06 and freshman Tim Albers team with a 42nd place finish, crossing Naslund, John Almeida , Brian tallied 21 shots, three goals, seven astime' of3 I :30'on the 10 kilometer course. who crossed in 125th place in 35:42. the finish line with a time ofl9:52 in the Koscielski, Chris Leonard, Jon Kwantes,
see Lady Miners on page 14
Mulvaney was the leader on a The Miners were the number three team five kilometer race. Following close be.. ":r.
Miner team that placed seventh out of from the MlAA conference at regionals, hind Was senior Tracy Jones who crossed
22 teams at the regional meet. Junior beating out conference rivals Truman in 19:59 good for 48th place. Senior
Matt Hagen was second for the Miners, State, Pittsburg State and Emporia State. Jennifer Frazer was next for the Lady
crossing the finish line in 32:37 which UMR's score of 193 was 38 points off Miners placing 59th with a time of20:09.
put him in 21 st place. Sophomore Kevin of the fifth place finish that would have Right behind was junior Sheryl Ziccardi
Johnson was next for the Miners cross- sent them to nationals as a team.
who finished in 69th pIa"" crossing in
"This is one of the strongest re- 20: 19. Rounding off the scoring for
ing in 33: 14 and placing 38th. Senior
This Week's Athlete ofthe
Craig McCauley finished in 54th place gions in the country," coach Preston said. UMR, was senior Mindy Settles who
w.eek1s senior cross-cOuntry runner
with a time of 33:52 while Junior Dan "There are six regions with 1-7 teams to- finished Ilith with a time of21: 16.
Ben Mulvapey. Ben'placed fourth
Saylor rounded out the scoring with a tal going to national meet and our region
"Sheri had a really strong race,"
. ~t the MIAA cross-country
79th place finish in 34:35. Each of the gets five teams to the national meet. coach Preston said. "Sheryl has imteam members set personal records for a Sometimes we are taken for granted in proved quite a bit all year and Mindy
ehampionships on October 25
10 kilometer course, according to coach our conference. With this finish I think did very well compared with her earlier
finishiDg in a personal record time of
we really established ourselves in the times. We needed our number five perSarah Preston .
2~:45.5,just 11 seconds behind'fusr
son to come through to accomplish what
"We were pretty happy with the conference."
year's NCAA Division II natioilal
"We really try to train for the I 0 we wanted to and she did that for us. I
men's finish," Preston said. "The top
champion.
five teams from our region go on to na- kilometer distance," coach Preston said. thought the women had a much stronger
tiunals and our goal all season was to be "We work a lot on strength earl y in the race than they had at conference. "
~ that 'h~rrtbet
i~ . . We had some se'aSoil ' a'nd 'OMlly doh't 'ge't"td speed I

by Todd Monroe

Cross Country senior Ben Mulvaney
qualifies for Division II Nationals
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Lady Miner Soccer
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UMR Women win
thriller over SIU-E
off of a corner kick from Amber
Fischer.
Both teams battled for over
The University" of Missouri-Rolla women's eleven minutes in the overtime, before
soccer team ended the 1996-97 se;lSon in dramatic Natalie Sanders pleased the crowd
fashion this past Sunday, November 9th, in Raila.
\vith the triumphant goal , as she stole
The Lady Miriers were faced off"against the ball from the goalkeeper and drove
Southern Illinois Uuniversity-Edwardsville at I
in fo r the winning score. The win was
p.m. in front of a good crowd of fans under cloudy the first one ever for the women's team
skies and 45 degree temperatures.
overSIU-E.
Coach Salisbury felt that the
The game did not lack in intensity as the
women overcame deficits three times before de- crowd was a tremendous boost for the
feating SIU-E in overtime 5-4.
team, and said, "It was great to have
UMR opened the scoring 48 seconds into , so many fans out there, because I rethe game when Amber Fischer scored on a far ally think that helped us through. We
wi.ng shot, assisted by Natalie Sanders and Lizz had to come back from a deficit three
times. You don't do that just by yourSzkrybalo.
' The Lady Miners would cling to this lead self, it's hard to do. We had a great
crowd out there. I know that all of ou'r
for nearly 44 minutes before SIU-E answered with
an unassisted goal from JoAnne Drake from about .team wants to extend a big thank yo u Sophomore Lori Douglas takes the ball down the field in the Lady Miner's last game,
photo by Wendy Hoffman
25 yards out. SIU-E took the lead a few minutes to all who came out. It really helps
later via a goal from Lynda Bowers from 20 yards, . our team, and it was wonderful. It's too bad I more goals, and not give up as many, and except
This season the Lady Miners defeated
missed our last two goals. It was a great way to for today, we definitely didn 't give up as many, tearns which prior to this year, UMR had never
assisted by Megan Beagles.
UMR evened the score with a goal from end the season, and a fitting end to Natalie Sanders our team defending is much better. We wanted to beaten before, including Quincy, University of
Skrybalo, a cross and shot from 15 yards, assisted
incredil?le career as·a player here. She scored twice win at least twelve games, and we did that, and we Missouri-St. Louis, and SIU-E.
The Lady Miners will lose three senior playand scored the winning goal in overtime. You wanted to be in the top five in the region, and we
by~Dena Bums.
SIU-E surged ahead once more at the 72 couldn't write it up better if you tried. My wife were. Really, this team basically rewrote all the ers. These include Sanders, Bowman, and Fischer.
minute mark of the game, when Tori Mrakava told me that people in the stands Were crying." record books in terms of team record, best start in Salisbury said that through improvement of playscored from 10 yards, the feed coming from Bow- Starting the game for UMR were Michelle Johnson, schooi history, most wins, best goal-keeping, most ers, players stepping up, and everyone else pickers.
Jen Splaingard, Crissie Eckhoff, Kim Hydeman, pointS in a season. Natalie had 24 goals and eight ing up the slack, the Lady Miners intend to form a
The seesaw action of the game continued as Tami Bowman, Simders, Fischer, Lori Douglas, assists and I think that is a record. Really we did formidable team next year.
seven minutes later UMR again answered with a Denise McMillan, Connie Meyers, and Lizz more than just meet our goals, we far outdistanced
On a singular note, Natalie Sanders ended
sco~ from Sanders from a distance of ten yards,
Szkrybalo. Coming off of the bench were Hanson, them."
her career with very high rankings in several socassisted by Fischer and Szkrybalo.
Bums, Sara Rudy, Kelly Thomas, and Heather
At the beginning of the season the team cer categories. Prior to' Sunday' s game she was
Ten minutes later with the end of regulation Morgan.
was not ranked. Before Coach Salisbury arrived ranked fifth among NCAA Division II goal leaders
Starters for SIU-E included Stacy Wade, the women ' s soccer program had one winning sea- with 73 . The first place holde; is Heidi Schuberth
approaching, SIU-E was awarded a penalty kick,
which they took advantage of "and were able to Heagles, Kristi Stedman, Rebecca Mays, Alison son in fifteen years. This year was a big tum ac- from New Hampshire College who in 1983-86
Arnold, Karen Tighe, Freidrich, Michelle Mont- cording to Salisbury who said, "This was an in- scored 107 goals. Sanders was ranked II in points
reclaim the lead with the goal by Janece Freiderich.
per match for the season with 2'.83, and ranked
At this point, Coach Mark Salisbury re- gomery, Jennifer Haselhorst, Megan Steward, credible year. We were not expected to beat anybody at all. I talked to coaches around the league
10th in the category of goals per minute.
Bowers.
ceived a red card and had to leave the field.
Goalkeeper Michelle Johnson, also prior
Coach Salisbury discussed the season and who' d say ' Who are these guys? They're having a
Undaunted, the Lady Miners sent the game
into overtime .as time ran out, the goal coming . said, "We met all the goals that we set for our- great year.' Hopefully, now we' ve been able to
see Women bn page 14
. from Alison Hanson who sent the ball into the net selves. We set three goals. We wanted to score put ourselves on the map a little bit."

by Todd Monroe
Staff Writer

Emporia State' crushes "!liner
football in 77-20 rout at home

Miner Match-up

Southwest
.B aptist
at
UMR Miners
Site: Jaekling Field
Olite: Nov. 15, 1997
:1ime: 1 p.m. COT

was the last time the Miners would stay with a five play and 52 yard drive that
within seven points of the Hornets.
ended with a touchdown pass 'from
"We had a lot of trouble slowing David McCormack to Jackson for 29
The Emporia State Hornets down their offen~: We knew, coming yards that brought the score to 53-14.
crushed the University of Missouri- in, that they were the number one of- The Hornets scored 16 points before
Rolla Miner football team by a score of fensive team in the nation and they gave the Miners would score for the last time
77 to 20. The Miners will face the us problems. We got down right, early. with a seven play 65 yard drive ending
Southwest Baptist University Bearcats We were in a pretty good position. We with a one yard rush by Jackson which
Saturday Nov. 15 at home.
had them backed up in a long yardage made the score 69-20. Emporia scored
The first two scoring plays of . situation, and got roughing the punter. - again with 37 seconds left in the game
the game were made by the Hornets' It was 13-7 at thattime. Then they took which made the final score 77-20.
offense. The first score took the Hor- . the ball after that penalty and drove it
Despite the loss, Anderson benets 2: 10, five plays and 60 yards. The the rest of the way down the field, and lieves a few UMR players 'performed
.
second occurred after a ' failed UMR made it 19-7. From that point on we well in the game.
drive that ended after one play with a just didn't have a whole lot df success
"I think there was a number of
fumble by William Feickert. Emporia slowing them down.-They didn't want players who played really well. The
quickly scored again in S'I seconds. to be slowed down too much. They kepi aw1!fCl that was given at the end of the
Emporia failed the kick for the extra· their star in the game the whole day to game for defensive player of the game
point making the score 13-0. Ed Starks pad his stats," Miner Head Coach Jim was awarded to Willie Halliburton, ser~ceived a 54 yard kick and returned the Anderson said.
nior linebacker. He had 17 tackles, eight
ball to the ESU 39 for 50 yards. Two
unassisted and nine assists and one
The Miners did not score again
until the fourth quarter, after 34'points tackle fora loss. Offensively ElliutJackplays and I :05 later, after a nine yard
rush from Jason Wagoner and a 30 yard
by ESU. The Hornets scored before the son scored a ll three of our touchdowns.
rush from Elliot Jackson, the Miners
Miners in the fourth quarter which made

by Jonathan Erdman
Sports Editor

19978ecord
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Fas.t Fad: Southwest· Baptist has not
won a game since 1995 and is
averaging just nine point per
game on the season.
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Missouri Miner

Lady

iner basketball begins season Mi~

The young Lady Miner team enters a rebuilding season; T~e
looking to improve after exhibition against Golds ta rs, wIth
ing."

by Jonathan Erdman

Freshmen newcomers to the
Lady Miner squad are Jamie Schroetlin,
El1en Eye, Amy Milliken , Miranda
Beadles, Jackie Kelble and Shannon
Perry.

Sports Editor
A young University of M issouri -Rolla Lady Miner Basketball
Team will open its se-ason against the
University of Missouri-Columbia Saturday in Columbia at 6 p.m. after a 7755 exhibition loss to the SI. Louis
Goldstar team on Fri. Nov. 2, 1997.
According to head coach Linda
Roberts the Miners will rely on returners Jamie Martens and Emily Mills, as
well as transfer students
Debra
Gronewoller and Sarah
Wilcox during the first
few weeks of season
play. Other returning
Lady Miners are
LeAnn Farmer, Amber
Fischer and Ashley
Steig.
"Jamie Martens is playing point guard for us right
now, and she's a returner. She played a
pretty decent game I thought, of anybody tonight [Nov. 2] I thought she
shot the ball pretty wel1, and did a decent job defensively and getting us in
our offense," Roberts said. "Emily Mills
is going to have to be a scorer for us.
She was one last year. When she gets
those shot opportunities, she's going
to hit them. She just wasn't in any kind
of mythm tonight, and it just made it
tough on her. She'l1 get it going. She's a
good player. Gronewol1er and Wilcox
are going to have to lead us on the inside
until some ofour freshman come around
We' re playing a lot of young kids, and
they're going to make mistakes, and
they're going to struggle. Our upperclassmen are going to have to kind of
carry us until we get our freshmen go-

"Miranda Beadles is going to be
a nice player for us, I think. I hope Jamie
Schroetlin is going to be a player for us
when she gets over the knee surgery. I
thought Shannon Perry did a decent job.
At least she'l1 mix it up with people a
little bit on the inside. Jackie Kelble, I
thought, played
strong off the bench
tonight. She probably did the nicest
job of anybody
coming off the bench
in tenns of getting
out there and trying
to make things happen, and 15eing aggressive and being
strong. I thought she played pretty welL
Those four freshmen·are going to have
to play for us a little bit," Roberts said.
"Amy Milliken, I think, in time, can
play a certain role on the team. Our
freshmen are just going to have to have
sometime."
The Lady Miners are in a rebuilding phase this year, and have I () games
to get ready for conference play.
"We're kind of rebuilding -this
year, and it's going to take a little time.
So, it's a good thing that we have six
weeks or so, with some games to get
under our belt and get on a rol1 before
January," Roberts said. "You want to
be playing your best basketbal1 before
the league starts, and you want to hopeful1y be able to make a run at the end."
After the exhibition w ith SI.
Louis Goldstar, Roberts believes that

"We're kind of rebuilding this year,
and it's going to take
a little time."
-Coach Linda Roberts

1997-98 Schedule
DAlE
Fri ., Nov. 14
Tues., Nov. 18
Fri ., Nov. 21
Sat., Nov. 22
Tues., Nov. 25
Fri ., Nov. 28

Sat., Nov. 29
Thurs.; Dec . 4
Tues., Dec. 9
Sat., Dec. 13
Sal, Jan. 3
Mon., Jan. 5
Sat., Jan. 10
Sat, Jan. 12
Wed., Jan. 14
Sat., Jan. 17
Wed., Jan. 21
Sat., Jan. 24
Mon ., Jan. 26
Wed., Jan. 28
Wed:, Feb. 4
Sat., Feb. 7
Wed., Feb. II
Sat., Feb. 14
Wed .• Feb. 18
Sat., Feb. 21
Feb. 23-27

OPPONENT
M"issouri
SIU-Edwardsville
Cae
Ottawa
William Woods
Indiana-PurdueFort Wayne
Northern Kentucky

SITE
Columbia, Mo.
Edwardsville, III.
Warrensburg, Mo.
Warrensburg, Mo.
Rolla
Rolla

Rolla
Rolla
St. Louis, Mo.
UMSL
St. Francis (III.)
Rolla
Emporia State·
Rolla
Northwest Mo. St· RoUa
Missouri Western- Sl Joseph, Mo.
Truman State·
Kirksville, Mo.
Washburn·
RoUa
CMSU·
Rolla

TIME
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
S:4S p.m.
5:45 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.,
5:45 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
Missouri Southern* Joplin, Mo.
5:30 p.m.
Northwest Mo. St· Maryville, Mo:
1:30 p.m.
Pittsburg State·
Pittsburg, Kan.
5 :45 p.m.
Southwest Baptist· RoUa
5:45 p.m.
Pittsburg State·
Rolla
5:45 p.m.
Truman State·
Rolla
5:45 p.m.
Li ncoln*
Jefferson City, Mo. 5:30 p.m.
Washburn·
5:30 ·p.m.
Topeka, Kan.
Missouri Southern* Rolla
5:45 p.m.
~outhwest Baptist" Bolivar, Mo.
5:30 p.m.
MIAA Tournament Campus Sites
7:00 p.m.

Lincoln

3:30
7:00
7:00
1:30

conference games indicated with a •

the women need to improve
upon their inside game.
"We've got to get more
physical on the inside. We're
playing too passively. We' re not
taking command in the paint.
We're not being as aggressive in
there as we need to be and having a control1ing attitude in the
paint instead of just reactive.
And right now, our post players are real1y reacting to things
rather than anticipating and controlling things. Hopeful1y, that
wil1 tome the more games we
play," Roberts said.
In addition to iinp~oving
their inside play, Roberts believes the Lady Miners need to
work on their outside game, and
make a better showing than in
their exhibition.
"We just need to shoot it
better.. I thought there were
some times when we real1y
struggled offensively, and made
some poor decisions and turned
it over. But, there were times '
when we got some good shot
opportunities and we just didn ' t ·
knock them down, and when
you throw it away as much as
we did tonight, it just makes the
open shots that much more important, that you hit them. It
just kind of steam rolled on us
after a while."
Roberts is uncertain
about her teams' strengths for
the upcoming season, but did
cite some areas that UMR needs
to work on.
"I don't know what our
team strengths are going to be.
I've just got to see them playa
lot more and keep evaluating as
we go along," Roberts said. "We Freshman Lady Miner Jackie Kelble takes a shot in the Lady Miners'
had too many turnovers. We exhibition game against the St_ Louis Goldstars. The Lady Miners
didn 't push hard on the inside. lost the game n-55. The Miners open their regular season Sat, Nov.
Our defense was soft where it 14 against the Universiy of Missouri-Columbia in Columbia Mo.
should have been a lot tougher.
.
photo by Ryan Shawgo
We boxed out, but we didn't grab
rebounds that were bouncing around on
the floor. The decision making then got
a little lax, and we made some poor decisions. We' re just going to have to get
back in the gym and get ourselves to
Hometown
clean up the mistakes. We made enough
10 JamieSchroetlin
G
5-9 Fr.
'r\ma,COO
of them to learn from tonight."
20 EllenEye
.F
5-9 Fr.
PoIos~Mo.
The MIAA Preseason Coaches
21 KenyQuinn
F
5-8 Jr.
w.mnm,Mo.
Pol1 is led by Emporia State in first,
22 Emily Mills
G
5-8 Sf.
14.1
Whitesville, Ky.
followed by Central Missouri State in
23 JamieMartens
G
5-<; Sr. 9.0
CmmIia,Ml.
second, Missouri Western in third,
24 AmyMilliken
F
6-0 Ff.
SlOab,Mo.
Washburn in fourth, Southwest Baprist
30 DebraGronewoller
F
5-11 Jr.
·BeIoit,Kln
in fifth, Pittsburg State in sixth, North31 MirandaBeadles
G
5-10 Ff.
\\\:sb1,Mo.
west Missouri State in seventh, Truman
33 LrAMFanner
G
5-<; Sr. 7.9
\\!I)1and.kMa
State in eighth , UMR and Missouri
35 Jackie Ke!ble
G 5-10 Fr.
l.cmca,KlIl.
Southern in nineth and Lincon in 11th.

1997-98 Roster

"Emporia State is ranked in the
. top lOin the country pre-season poll.
Central Missouri wil1 be strong. Missouri Western will be strong. !t kind of
remai ns to be seen after that, but I think
those three have the most potential right
now," Roberts said.

AmberF5Cb:r
ShannonPeny
52 Smah Wilcox
53 Ashley Steig

43

44

F-C
F

6-2 Sf.
5-10 Fr.

63

~aoo

klcm,Mo.

C
6-1 Jr.
liSlLouis,Mo.
C
6-2 So. 11
PaIm:r,CoIo.
Coaching Staff:. Linda Roberts, head coach (89-73, 6th year);
Anita Keck assistant coach.
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Miners look to take MIAA by surprise
The Miners will face a difficult non-conference schedule
with only four returnees and nine players on the roster
. by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor
This year's Miner basketball
team will look to improve on last year's
14-12 record and seventh place finish
in the MIAA but, with no starters and

oni}, four members of last year's team
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returning, it may" not be easy.
The Miners, who have only nine
players on the roster, are ranked seventh in the 1997-98 MIAA Preseason
Coaches Poll. UMR also has what
coach Dale Martin called, "The toughest non-conference schedule in my 10
years as head coach."
, The Miners will face NCAA
Division I Rice on November 25, in
Austin, Texas and will face a host of
other excellent non-conference foes including the seventh ranked team in the
NAIA, St. Mary's (Texas). UMR will
also get a chance to avenge a defeat of
two years ago at the hands of North
Alabama that would have sent the Miners to the Elite Eight National tournaAbove: Junior C-F Ryan Matthews (30) looks on as graduate Jeff Cokal grabs a
ment.
photo by Ryan Shawgo
"That [the seventh place rank- rebound. Matthews is one of only four returnees from last year's 14-10 (6-12) team.
ing in the conference) says a lot for our . Top Right: Junior forward Marc Tompkins (44) puts up a lay-up in last year's 68-61 victory over Missouri Southern.
program," Dale Martin said. "We have
only four returners and none of them and Pittsburg State who are tied for
According to Martin, the Min- the I through 3 positions [point gaurd,
1901bs.)."
have proven over the past couple of second. Washburn is fourth followed ers look to offset their lack of experi- shooting gaurd, small forwarCl). he had
With the small roster everyone
years to playa vital role in our suc- by Missouri Southern and Northwest ence with a quicker, stronger team than tremendous sucess in high school and will need to contribute this year. Fa.
they've had in years past.
is a great athlete. He also has shown tigue may become a factor if one or
cess. It is a real testement to our pro- Missouri State.
UMR is next with Emporia
"I believe you will see a differ- good passing skills. "
gram. The other conference teams see
two of the players don't pan out early.
that we have maintained a very tough State, Southwest Baptist and Truman ent team this year," Martin said. "We
Cory Brunson is short at 5' 10" Martin, however, is looking to spread
defensive team. A team that is men- tied for eighth and Lincoln rounded out will be quicker on the perimeter and but, according to Martin, make~ lip for out the minutes.
tally tough will play up-tempo bas- the conference. Missouri Western re- play a guard-oriented, pressure de- his lack of size.
"We will use almost everyone
ketball and will shoot very well from turns eight lettermen from last year's fense."
"Cory (Brunson) played the 2 night in and night out," Martin said.
The Miners will look to junior position in high school and the 1 posi- "We will have nine guys [averaging) in
the perimeter. I think these are some team that qualified for the school's fifth
of the reason's that played a large part NCAA Division II tournament appear- Marc Tompkins and junior Ryan tion in the .summer," Martin said. "He double figures in minutes. We will have
in our being picked seventh."
ance. The Griffon's experience should Pippett in the middle. Tompkins, who brings a lot of toughness to the table." three guys rotating inside. Robertson
Missouri Western is ranked be tough to handle for the rest of the averaged 8.9 points per game and 4.7
"Our other freshman, Antoine will play the 3 or 4 position [smali
number one in the preseason poll and MIAA which has much talant but, in rebounds per game is healthy this year Lucas, is a tremendous offensive player forward or power forward) and the
is followed by Central Missouri State general, lacks experience.
after playing in only 16 games last year who put up some big numbers in high other five guys w.ill work to perimdue to a bad back. Pippett, according school," Martin said . "If he can hang eter."
to Martin, is having a great offseason in there and make the transition from a
The Miners' first game will be
and figures to be a big part ofthe Min- small high school to the Division II col- an exhibition against Dream Builders
from Des Moines, Iowa. According to
ers' attack. Backing up Tompkins and lege level he should be really good."
DATE
OPPONENT
SITE
TIME
Pippett will be junior Ryan Matthews.
The final player on this year's Martin this will be an excellent game.
Sat., Nov. 15
Dream Builders (Exhibition) Rolla
7:00 p.m. Each of the three UMR frontcourt play"They are a good, big, physical
roster is transfer student Kevin
. St. Mary's
Sat., Nov. 22
San Antonio, Texas. 7:30 p.m.
Tues., Nov. 25
Rice
Houston. Texas
7:35 p.m. ers are returners from last years team. Robertson . According to Martin, team," Martin said . "We hope everyone will be there. Also, two of our
In the backcourt transfer student Robertson is a multi-faceted threat.
Fri., Nov. 28
Arkansas Baptist
6:00 p.m.
Rolla
"Kevin [Robertson) is a tremen- players from a couple years ago, Jamie
Rockhurst
Sat, Nov. 29
Rolla
6:00 p.m. Robert Guster and junior returnee
Wed., Dec. 3
Westminster
Rolla
7:00 p.m. Kevin Conkright look to start with the dous shooting threat," Martin said. Brueggeman and Chris Austin play for
Fri., Dec. 5
Arkansas Tech
Rolla
5:45 p.m. other starting position still up in the "He has the ability to really streach them and it should be fun for some of
Sat., Dec. 6
North Alabama
7:45 p.m. air.
Rolla
out a defense. He can also go inside the juniors and seniors to see those
Sal., Dec. 13
Lincoln
3:30 p.m.
Rolla
"Robert [Guster] will add a and score due to his decent size [6'2", guys again."
Tues., .Dec. 30
Arkansas Tech
Russellville, Ark.
7:30 p.m. unique element to our team," Martin
Emporia State*
Sat, Jan. 3
Rolla
7:45 p.m.
Mon., Jan. 5
Northwest Missouri State7:45 p.m. said. "He is defensivly experienced and
Rolla
Sat, Jan. 10
Missouri Western*
St. Joseph, Mo.
7:30 p.m. very tough. He is very tough and will
Truman State*
Kirksville, Mo.
8:00 p.m. give us good leadership and size [6'2")
Sat, Jan. 12
POS. Ht. Wt. Yr. 96-7 ppg Hometown
Wed., Jan. 14
Washburn"
Rolla
7:45 p.m. at the point gaurd position."
Sat, Jan. 17
Central Missouri State"
Rolla
7:45 p.m.
Kevin Conkright received limEvansville, In.
Cory Brunson
5-10 170 Fr
5
G
Wed., Jan. 21
Missouri SouthernJoplin, Mo.
7:30 p.m. ited action last year but will be counted
Monroe, La
20 Robert Guster
Jr.
G
6-2
185
Sat., Jan. 24
Northwest Missouri State*
Maryville, Mo.
3:30 p.m. on this year for a physical presence in
Lake Prov., La
22 Antoine Lucas
6-3 170 Fr.
G
Mon., Jan. 26
Pittsburg State"
7:45 p.m. the backcourt. Beyond that Martin
Pittsb\!.rg, Kan.
3.9
Lenexa, Kan.
23
Kevin Conkright G
6-3 185 Jr.
Wed., Jan. 28
Southwest Baptist"
7:45 p.m.
Rolla
Alamogordo,N.M.
24 Scott Holly
6-2 180 Fr
G
Wed., Feb. 4
7:45 p.m. will be counting on young, inexperiPittsburg State"
Rolla
enced,
but
talented,
young
players.
All
Sat., Feb. 7
Truman State3.1
Spring, Tex.
Rolla
7:45 p.m.
30 Ryan Matthews C-F
6-8 215 Jr.
Wed., Feb. II
LincolnJeff. City, Mo.
7:30 p.m. three members of this year's freshman
Jeff. City, Mo.
35 Kevin Robertson G
6-2 190 So.
WashburnSat, Feb. 14
Topeka; Kan .
7:30 p.m. class will be in the backcourt and ac44 Marc Tompkins F
8.9
Conroe, Tex.
6-5 21 8 Jr.
Wed., Feb. 18
Missouri SouthernRoll.
7:45 p.m. cording to Martin. all show promise.
45
5.1
Des Moines, IA
Ryan Pippett
F
6-7 220 Jr.
Sat., Feb. 21
Southwest BaptistBolivar, Mo.
7:30 p.m.
"Scott Holly is a very versitile
CoachIng Staff: Dale Martin, head coach (138-127, 11 th year);
Feb. 23-27
MIAA Tournament
Campus Sites
7:00 p.m. player," Martin said. "He can defend
Don Morris, assistant coach: Michael McClain, assistant coach
conference ames Indicated wilf> a •
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Swimmers win two, lose heartbreaker to Truman
by Wendy Hoffman
Staff Writer
The UMR men ' s swimming team continued its success this
weekend with their triumph ~)Ver University of South Dakota and
University of Indianapolis on Saturday, November 8. This defeat
was very encouraging for the Miners as University of South Dakota
and Indianapolis are regulars at the Division" nationals. The Miners beat South Dakota 116.5-83.5 , and Indianapolis 94.5-57.5 to
add to their list of defeats for the beginning of the 1997-98 season.
While they defeated the two teams they swam against on Saturday,
they didn't go undefeated this weekend when they lost to Truman
on Friday one point.
On Friday, November 7, UMR faced Truman State. The
Miners took first place in three of the nine events and backed these
scores up with nint} second ~d third place f: r.::;hes. The fi rst cvznt
was the 400 relay medley in which the Miners came away with first
place with a time of 3:35 .09. The next event was the 1000 yard
freestyle in which the Miners took second and third place. Junior
Todd Lundberg finished second with a time of 10;20.19, and
sophmore Brian Cunningham came next with a time of.' 0:37.00.

The remaining events were packed with more second and third place
finishers and a few first place wins also. Sophmore David Nurre
came back with two first place finishes in the 500 and 200 yard
freestyle with times of 4:58.07 for the 500 and 1:47.52 for the 200.
In the 50 fr; estyle, sophomore Tom Beccue came in a very close
second place with a time of21.83.
'Despite all of their impressive showing at TSU, the Miners
lost to Truman by one point. Yet, coach Mark Mullin is not discouraged by the meet.
"I would have liked to come away with a victory. We had all
the opportunities given to us, but we weren't able to capitalize on·
them. We lost, b~t we leamed a lot and came back on Saturday and
were challenged and won. All individuals on the team performed
well considering' the number of events that were held in the short
period of time," Mullin said .
The defeai by Truman did not discourage the Miner swim
team from defeating the two teams they competed against during
the Saturday meets. The Miners took first place in four of the eight
races during the meet against University oflndianapolis. And in the
rest of the events, the Miners mostly took up the second and third
place spots which enabled them to come away with another defeat.

In the first event at the meet against Indianapolis, Nurre, Lundberg
and Cunningham came in right after each other to take second, third
and fourth place in the 500 freestyle with times of 4:55.08, 5: 13.39
and 5: 14.71, respectively.
Next came the 100 individual medley with freshman Josh
Jolly taking first with a time of55.9 I. Following close behind with
second and third place were sophomore Steve Caruso with a time of
56.90 and sophomore Mark Pearce with a time of 57.86.
The Miners dominated most of the events during this meet,
even though they were competing against tough schools. "The
competition was very good and there were close races in every
event," Mullin said.
The other top finishers in this meet wereBeccue with a first
place in the 50 freestyle with a time of 21.85 with se~ior Randy
Jones following close behind witb a third place finish of23.17. The
Miners came in first and second in the re~Cofthe events to bring
their overall score to 94.5 which defeated Indianapolis by 37 points.
The last meet of the weekend was against the University of
South Dakota. The Miners pl ~ced first in every event and plaCed in

bvDavid

see Swimmers on page 14

UMR-1221-5

--77

-- 20

SIU-Edwardsville - 3 0 1 0 - 4
Season Scoring

DAVE

Le~ders

Points: Natalie Sanders, 50; Lizz Szlaybalo, 20; Jen Splaingard, I
Goals: Sanders, 22; Szlaybalo, 7; Splainga'i-d,·5; Alison Hanson, 5.
Assists: Sanders, 7; Szlaybalo, 6; Crissie Eckhoff, 5.
Time

C~r

Truman State University Duals

Truman State - 103, UMF! - 102

Great Lakes Regional

UMR - 116.5, South Dakota - 83.5

Men

UMR - 94.5, Indianapolis - 57.5

To the Frntemil

5. Ben Mulvaney, 31:30; 21. Matt Hagen, 32:37;
38. Kevin Johnson; 33: 14; 54. Craig McCauley,
33:52;.79. Dan Saylor, 34:35; 97. John Sanders,
35:06; 125. Tim Albers, 35:42.

Women
42. Sheri Lentz, 19:52; 48. Tracy Jones, 19:59;
59. Jenriifer Frazer, 20:09; 69. Sheryl Ziccardi,
20;19; 111. Mindy Settles, 21 :16; 145. Serena.
Jagtiani, 22:48; 146. Julia Kuseski, 22:56.

Season Scoring Leaders
Points: B.J. Stuhlsatz, 25; Nathan Wojtiekwicz, 18; Gevan McCoy,
Goals: StuhJsatz, II; Wojtiekwicz, 7; McCoy, 5; Greg Naslund, 4.
Assists: Mike Kiefer, 7; Wojtiekwicz, 4; McCoy, 4.

Stats courtesy of UMR Sports infonnatlon
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Comics - - - - - DAVE
by David Miller
~)(CUSf M~, MI~,
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THAT'S JAKE

IALI<ING Av,our A SOMS·1<; ~~rlyniIN4 Ok?

by Jake Vest
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N\\IoID ...

~ON ~fQUITUK BY WlsY

Campus Gossip
The Miner is charging a $0.25 fee for every gossip
submission to The Miner. There are envelopes on The
Miner Submission Box outside the office in 103A Norwood Hall. .
To the Fraternities and select other
men ofUMR :
Thank you for helping us
achieve our "Trick-or-Treating" goal!
Your favorite hookerslburglars,
Bambi and Candi
'1.

BiggD,
Wedid it! We accomplished an
amazing feat and touched our golds
(and gold-plates)! Here's to the next
challenge!
LittieC
P.S. It sucks that we have to pay for
campus gossip.

Cat,
• .- Good luck interviewing! You .
Ii~v·e one month to find the perfect G.E. graduating seniors are awesome!
Good luck with the "trash" presentoilet-rnakingjob!
tations Thufsday! .
.... . _Your roomie
~~.
the C.P.-MOB tree hugger

on

(;/~
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Music
from page 6
of Chino 's vocal acrobatics. Overall , I
am giving the album a kille r thumbs up.
So far, out of the albums that I have
reviewed, this is definitely one that gets
in the "To be played a lot" section.Jimbob
The Crystal Method
Vegas
Outpost Recordings
Perfonnance: 9
Sound Quality: 9
The Crystal Method (TCM) i~ the
American answer to the British dominated techno music scene. Ken Jordan
and Scott Kirkland comprise TCM and
have been part of the electronic music
scene since they were kids growing up
in Las Vegas. This explains the title of
the CD and the various pictures of neon

lights printed on the sleeve.
Vegas is their first fu ll length album and it packs over 61 minutes of
el ectronic music into ten tracks whic h
include "Trip Like I Do," "Busy Child"
and the essential " Keep Hope Alive. "
The version of "Trip Like I Do" is
nothing like the FilterrrCM collaboration found on the "Spawn" soundtrack.
In fact, except for the bass line, it is
almost impossible to tell that they are
even the same song without looking at
the title. " Busy Child" was released as
a single earlier this year and it Can also
be found on MTV's Amp compilation.
I say "Keep Hope Alive" is essential
because there are seven remixes of it on
eight different compilation CD's released since 1995.
With the exception of vocal snippets here and there, only two tracks
have vocals on them (meaning someone singing throughout the song). This
leads one to wonder what they do at a

Okra

Colors

defecate on me, and I sure would not
ask that angel to prove it. But then
my friend Kyle said that angels were
from page 5
pure energy, pure ethereal life forms,
pure spiritual entities wi thout cor"But isn't it also a bad thing to get all
your fingernails ripped off one by poral bodies and therefore could not
one?" I replied, " What if they were defecate at all. But if an angel said
ripped off by an angel?" Everyone he could then chances are, using
replied in unison: "Then it would some "angel magic," that ange l
sti ll be a bad thing." And then there could, in fact, defecate on you. But
were two things that were decidedl y then John said tha~ if they were
bad - even if done by an angel. But "ethereal,"then would their defecathat wasn't all. There are many tion be lighter than air? Would an
other very bad things. Anothervery angel have to defecate upsidedown?
bad thing that we decided on was Many ofthese questions popped up
spilling a high concentration of and we all received major headaches. And that, my friends, is a
hydrosulfuric acid in yo ur cup and
then drinking i'. - even if it was spilt very bad thing.
So now we decided on the worst
by an angel. We went on and on.
After many more things that we thing of a II. Theworstthing of all is
decided were bad - even if done by getting a major headache while talking about very bad things. The
an angel- we went on to other things.
But then we came to another effect caused here is a very bad
interesting point: How could an an- . thing - even if it was caused while
gel defecate? I finally decided that talking about angels. So, yo u see,
if an angel said " he" could defecate never start talking about very bad
on you, well (gosh dagningit!) then things or one ofthem will happen to
I'd sure believe that that angel could you.

Bad things

from page 6
need food now," the crowd said. Tater
Boy promptly donated his right arm to
the making of some complimentary
home fries.
Then Okra Ma n a rri ved and
whipped the crew in line. First, he laid
down a slick coat of okra slime over the
entire shack. The servers flew fro m
table to table like sparrows at a spring
picnic. Then, when someone would
drop an order, or request or hint, Okra
Man was there " 'ith his fibrous pod to
bounce the anSwer right back. And
Tater Boy, well he saved the day as
always (when Okra Man's feeling a bit
wi thered). He bellowed rich hearty
conversation to all the guests. And let
them know that spring was soon a coming. And just like spring, just when
things got the darkest, Happy Hank
came back. He heard all the folks amissin him, they called him up like the
haint that skeered him off. At c10sin
time deep from the full bellies of Bag
Valley, hearty thanks went out to
Ooookraaaa Maaaaaannnn (and Tater
Boy)!

Mulvaney
from page 8

""'~E::lI

Raise aD k mooey you' 8JOUP
needs by ~ a VL'iA
FIahiooroo you'~
No imoesImerc 8< "If:r'J lillie tirre
nocdod. Th=' s no obIig;lIioo. so
why not call for informalioo today
CaD 1-800-3U-8454 x 95.

live performance? TC M beli eves in
play ing their instruments on stage and
allowing people to see exactly what from page 5
they're doing. Overall , most techno
The article might have been refergroups bore me to tears. There might be
one or two decent tracks on the CD but ring to the decoration of your room and
the rest isjust repetiti ve electronic noise. external surroundin gs. I am afraid it is
I found thi s not be true with Vegas. the exact same story just in a slightl y
Even with the long playing time the different key. I would safely say that I
disc is still dynamic enough to take you am a happy person .
on an electronic journey without losing
Some of you may be wondering
its edge. I suggest you grab a copy and how this gives a color " power." Let me
take that journey too.-Jimbob (Sub- continue. lfacolorcanaffectsomeone's
mitted by Jason S.)
emotions, it therefore affects a person's
decisions, and still even affects their
CD Releases:
outlook on a day. On a good day you
will get a lot of necessary things done,
Celine Dion - The Reason 11118
feel good while you are doing it, and
Metallica - Re-Load II / 18
Rage Against the Machine - Video Feat relaxed when it is all over. Tell me,
honestly, could you have a "good day"
11 /25
Tupac - Are you still down, Remember
me 11 /25
Method Man - Tical 2: Judgement Day
12109

I

The Lady Miner regional team
was rounded off by senior Serena
Jagtiani and freshman Julia Kuseski who
finished 145th and 146th and crossed
in 22:48 , and 22:56 respectively. The
Lady Miner's season was capped off
by their regional performance which,
according to coach Preston, was the best
of the year. Next year's team, however,
will have to find a way to replace the
five senior varsity members from this
year's team to stay competitive in the
conference.
"Across the board, in both the

1009 Kingshighway

10 % Discount
with
Student ID
ot available on specials.
Accep t - Visa - Master card - Discover

men's and women's races, we had no
bad races th is weekend," Preston said.
"Of course as a coach I'm never satisfied and there is always room for improvement, but overall I was really
pleased. Anything less would have
been a disappointment and anything
more and we would have been elated."
Preston will have the chance for
elation on the 22nd when she and
Mul vaney return to Kenosha, Wisconsin for the national meet. Mulvaney
was only 12 seconds off of first place
in what is arguably the toughest regional
in the conference and has a real chance
to make some noise at nationals.

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities , sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization Can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$S.OONISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SlllRT.

whe n fee ling like you are wearing a
color that is signaling to aliens passing
near the Earth? I know I could not.
Colors have control, but you too
control the colors. What you like, the
color that is around you, and even appreciating the color of a strange solution in 'chem lab. You have some opportunity to choose the color of quilt on
your bed at home (Then again, so does
your mother, if she is anything like
mine!).
The next time you think you are
going to have a bl!!l day, specifically
wear a color that makes you happy. If
you think you are going to have a stressful day, wear a color that makes you
relaxed and cOmforted. One more, if
you think you are going to get a very
hard test back, black is the way to go!

Brain

Rout

from page 5

from page 9

happens! I need to just move on and
pray for a earthquake. Just kidding!
I'm actually very positive about this
brain thing. I'mrenting "The Wizard of
OZ" this weekend, so I will know all
words. I think I'mjust a little burnt out
and I need a break. If I was yo unger I
wo uld co-op, but that is not an option at
this point.
Well, if anyone else is missing
their brain let me know and we' ll start
a support group for people with missing
brains. Maybe we' ll find them alo ng
the way to recovery. Until next
week .. .Please laugh at my misfortunes
and applaud yourself for being smarter
than I am. But; HA I' ll sti ll get ajob!!
Again I wish everyone love, peace and
happiness and for those missing their
brains I wish their brains a safe trip
home sometime soon.

He had two rushing touchdowns and a
touchdown receiving. Our special teams
player of the game was Ed Starks, who
had three kickoffreturns for 100 yards,"
Anderson said.
Anderson believes the Miners are
ready for their last game. The Bearcats
have been winless this season, and their
last season. Anderson thinks the Miners will have to play well, offensively
and defensively, to win the game.
"I think that we're going to have
to playa very emotional game, and execute well on both sides of the football.
I know that SBU is going to come in
here thinking that this is the last opportunity to get a wi n this season. They
haven't won in two years now, and
they' re going to be ready to play. But I
Can also guarantee that the Miners are
going to be ready to play," Anderson
said.

Swimmers

Women

from page 12

from page 9

the second and third spots in most of
the eight events. In the first event,
Nurre placed first w ith a time of
10:27.07 in the 1000 freestyle with
Cunningham and senior Brandt Modlin
coming in close behind with times of
10:32.06 and II :09. 51, respectively.
The next event was the 200
freestyle with Caruso coming in first
by two seconds with a time of 1:48.54.
After that, Beccue got first place in the
50 freestyle with a close time of22.09.
Next came the 100 butterfly, in which
the Miners went one, two and three.
Caruso finished first in 53 .60, then
came junior Evan Aspinwall in 57.38,
and then Modlin with a close time of
57.96. Other events that the Miner
team took over were the 100 freestyle
with Beccue coming in first with a very
close time of 48.80, and the 100 backstroke with Jolly coming in first with a
time of 54.49.
"By looking at it in the long
term, it was a great and beneficial weekend for us and has helped us prepare
for the meets at the end of the semester in December and conference. This
weeke nd allowed us to swim three sess ion s in a sma ll amou nt of time ,"
Mullin said .
The Miner swim team will com,
pete against Drury on November 14 in
.
Rolla at 6 p. m.

to Sunday'S game was ranked tenth in
goals-against-average, at .71. She also
had 53 saves and 10.5 SHO's.
UMR's team defense was ranked
ninth in goals allowed per match with
.72.
Team player statistics after the
game were as follows: Sanders: 18 games
played, 24 goals, eight assists; Lizz
Szkrybalo: 18 games played, eight goals,
eight assists; Splaingard: 18 games
played, five goals, two assists; Kelly
Thomas: 18 games played, four goals,
three assists; Alison Hanson: 18 games
played, five goals, 0 assists;
Fischer: 14 games played, three goals,
four assists; Crissie Eckhoff: 18 games
played, one goal, five assists; Heather
Morgan: nine games played, two goals,
one assist; Kim Hydeman: 18 games
played, two goals; Sara Rudy: 18 games
played, one goal, two assists; Lori Douglas: 18 games played, one goal, one
assist; Denise McMillan: two assistS;
Connie Meyers: 18 games played, one
assist; Dena Bums: 15 games played,
one assist; Michelle Johnson: 18 games
played, one assist; Amanda Gilbertson:
three games played.
The UMR Lady Miners finished
their season with a record of 15-3-1.
Eleven of those wins were shutout victories. Two of their three losses were
by a margi n of one goal.
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----Employment~~----'--------------Full-Time-------------KIMBERLY CLARK CORPORATION

,ulERITECH CELLULAR SERVICE
Method: PRS·CWSED
!OIl Maryville COllege
Interview Date: 11106
Sl Louis, MO 63141
Attn: Mr. Vince ZagBrri, Engineering Manager
De(ree Level:-B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
~rs:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297
CitizenshiP:
Position Available: Electrical Engr: Comp Sci Engineer
Position Location: Chesterfield, MO

480 Exchange Avenue

Conway, AR 72032·7191
Attn: Mr. Kay Keberlein. Recruiting Assistant

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USIPerm
Position Available: Medlanical Engr; Electrical Engy
Position Location: Conway, AR & other U.S. locations
Deadline for subnlitting resumes: November 7
Information on positions available in SOl Norwood Hall
www.kimberly-clark.com

Tbia schedule set up from resumes sent to the company previously.
Tbese are 45 minute interviews.
EMPOWER TRAINERS & CONSULTANTS
Method: PRS·CWSED
12101 Woodcrest Exec Drive
Interview Date: 11/06
Sl Louis. MO 63141
Attn: Ms. Susan Brenner, Recruiter
De(ree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 3.000
M.o,iors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates: 1297 00
Citizonship:
SCHEDULE BEING SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT THE CAREER FAIR.

--

-

----..,..--. . . .:. . -.....

MANSFIELD PLUMBING PRODUCTS
Method: Open
Interview Date: 11/07
PO Box 472 Highway 259
Kilgore, TX 75663
Attn: Mr. Jim Gilson. Operations Manager

Degree Level: B · Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CER
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Available: Ceramic Engineer
Position Location: Kilgore. TX

OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Immediately
SCHEDULE BEING SETUP FROM RESUMES SENT TO THE COMPANY BY THE
DEPARTMENT AND BYOPENSIGN·UP.
NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
1951 State Street
Granite City, IL 62040
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Method: PRS·OPEN

Interview Date: 11119

Method: PRS·FCFS

Inte~ew Date: 11118

Attn: Ms. Michele Henry, Human Resources Represent .
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.500

Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Management Position
Position Location: Granite City, IL

THIS SCHEDULE SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT THE CAREER FAIR
www .nationalstee l.com

NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
1951 State Street

Method: Open
Interview Date: 11 / 18

Granite City, IL 62040
Attn: Ms. Michele Henry, Human Resources Represent .

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
EMAN
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

now, and

tplay.Butl
Miners are

Citizenship: USlPerm
Pos ition Available: Management Associate
Position Location: Granite City, IL
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: November 11 . 8:00 a.m.
www.nationalsteel .com

, Andrnon

SANDlA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Method: PRS.OPEN
PO Box 5800 MS/ 1023
InterView Date:
A1burquerque, NM 87185·0723
Attn: Ms. Bonnie M: Townsend

Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates: 1297 00
Citizenship: US Only

ked tenth in
7I. Sheal~
h
:wasrankal
match with

Position Available:
Position Location: Inform ation not available
Deadline for s ubmitting resumes: November 14
www.sandia.gov
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Position Available: Electrical Engr; Computer Engr
Position Location: Bloomington, MN
Deadline for submitting resumes: November 13
www .seagate.com

SPORLAN VALVE
206 Lange Drive

Washington. MO 63090

Method: Open
Interview Date: 11112, 11/13

Attn: Mr. James L. Jansen, Manager Product Support

1y:18~
s;LcriI»>

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
EMAN MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 00

legoal,~

Citizenship:
Position Available: Sales Engineer
Position Location: Train in Washington, MO then to major U.S . city

\Woassist!i
played. OCl
\lies playei.
'n:lg~
IGilber¢

OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Immediately
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tues, November II, 7:00 p.m.·201 Norwood Hall

lersfini~~

I of IS·3:1
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Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 12/03
Bloomington, MN 55420
Attn: Mr. Ryan Sioblad, HR Assistant
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC CMPS MECH
Grad Dates:0597 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
8001 E Bloomington Freeway
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TAD TECHNICAL SERVICES
180S W Detweiller Drive

Peo.ri a, IL

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ VVednesday, November 12,
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CHANGES

Me thod: Open

Worid Com · Recruiting da te CHANG ED to November 20, 1997

Intervie w Date: 11/ 19

6 161 ~

CANCElLATIONS

Attn: Ma. Amy Tourtil lott. Tec hnica l Recruiter

Degree Levet: II M Mini mum GPA: 2.660
Majors:
AE RO ELEC CMPS MECH
Grad Date.: 129700
Citizenship:

St . Louis Bridge· St . lAuia, MO

rsagr3

'_' o!fe esign. 1Il
....

11114197 noeruiting date - CANCELLED

I¢te

d
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Posit ion Available:
Position Lxa tion: Inform atio n not available

OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Novembe r 12 - 8:00 a.m.
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tues. Nov 18 - 7:00 p.m.-20 1 Norwood Hall
THlS IS A CONTRACT COMPANY

Summer

- - - - - - - - - - -__
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Attn: Ma. Bonnie Townsend
Mus t be Freshman or Sophomore Leve l
Minimum GPA: 2.950

Majors:
ELEC CMPS
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available : S umme r Intern
Pos it-ion Loca tion: Inform ation Dot available
Deadline for subm itting resumes: Novembe r 14
www.sa ndia .gov

Position Available: Nuclear &: Civi l Engrs
Position U>cat ion: Worldwide

OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Novembe r 18 - 8:00 a.m.

in C

pdl1S ~V.

II tIl3Jortllf

SANDIA NATIONAL 14BORATORIES
Me thod: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 5800 MSI1023
Interview Date:
Alburquerque , NM 87185· 1023

U.S. DEPT OF DE FENSE-NAVY
Method: Open
1222 Spruce St., 10th
Interview Date: 12102
St. Louis. MO 63 103-28 14
Attn: CW04 Lea Lentz.. Office r Program s Recruite r
Degree Leve l: B M Minimum GPA: 2.960
Majors:
ENG CMPS CHEM AMTH PHYS GEOL
Grad Dates:0697 1297 0~98 0798
Citizenship: US Only

~Ioban::

wwv....navystiouis.com

CANCELLATION
St. Louis Bridge, St . Louis MO
1111 4197 noeruit ing date has been CANCELLED

rkerHall
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Financial Aid----~g~~~
RURAL MISSOURI , IN C_
If you have been employed as
a farm worker in t he past t wo
years, you may be eligible to receive free tuition assistan ce for
your education. Ifyou have worked
as a farm , orcha rd, greenhouse or
poultry/egg production employee,
you may qualify. To obta in details a nd the fie ld represen tative
closes t t o yo u ca ll 1- 8 00- 23449 71.

TUNlTIES CONTACT : CAPTAIN
DINO L. MU RPHY OR M R S .
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800829-0924.

THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION FUND SCHOLARSHIP

nonp rofit corporation developed by
interested insurers, employers, a ttorneys, labor, medical and rehabilitation groups. The purpose of
Kids' Chance is to provide fin ancial
scholar ships to complete the education of children of workers who
have been seriously injured or killed
in Missouri work related injuries.
Which Children are Eligible for
t h e Sch ola r s h ip? Ch ildren who
have a parent who was permanently
or catastrophically injured or killed
in a Missouri compensable injury
or occu pational disease, a nd who
are Missouri residents between the
ages of 16 a nd 25.
Applications available in the
Studen t Financial Aid Office, G- 1
P a rker H a ll, Rolla , MO 65 4090250 or by calling 1-800-522-0938.

T h e Jo hn Gyles Education
Fund is a private, benevolent endeavor established seven years ago
with the help of a Canadian/American benefactor . Each year fin ancial
assista nce is available to students
CHRYSLER ANN OU NC ES in both Ca nada an d the Unite d
NEW SCHOLARSHIP PRO- States . F ull Canadian or AmeriGRAM
can citizenship is a requirement.
Awards ar e available to both male
With an eye toward assist- and fe m ale students for all areas
ing ou tstandi ng college bo und of post-secondary st udy. A ministuden ts, Chrysler Corporation mum GPA of2.7 is required. Criterecently awarded 1,000 grants to ria oth er tha n strictly a cademic
40 recipients through its new J un- a bility and fina ncial need a re con- A MERICORPS EDUCA TION
'
ior Golf Sch ola rs hip P r ogram . sidered in th e selection process. AWARDS PROGRAM
Even though the majority of the Selected students will receive up
winn ers play golf, all selections to $3,000 .00. Filing dates for mailTh e Am er iCorps Edu cation
were made based upon their lI-ca- ing applica tion in 1997 are April Awards Progra m offer s members
demic a nd extracurricular effort. 1st , Ju ne 15th, Nov e mbe r 15th . t he standard AmeriCorps educaFor more information on this ex- Application s m ust be mailed by tion stipe nd of over $4,700 for one
citin g progra m ca ll 1-8 00 -8 56 - t hese dates.
year of community service, but un0764.
To r ece ive a n a pplicatio n like AmeriCorps USA, it does not
please se nd a stamped ***(US 32 . provide a living a llowa nce or other
cen ts) , self-a ddressed, standard benefits.
DEPARTMENT OF THE letter size (No. 10) envelope to the
For information on this proARMY U.s_ ARMY HEALTH following address: The John Gyles gra m contact the Student Financial
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT Educ a tion Fund, Attention: R. Aid Office, G-l Parker Ha ll.
AGENCY
J ames Cougle, Administrator, P .
O. Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive,
Let the Army pay your way Fre d erickton , New Bruns wick CHARLES P_ BELL CONSERthrough Medical, Dental Optom- Canada ESB 5G4.
VATION $500 SCHOLARSHIPS
etry School, or a Doctoral level deWe use international mail sergree in ClinicallResearch Psychol- vices, therefore UB. postage is ac- QUALIFICATIONS
ogy. Scholars hip includes: full tu- ceptable .
ition, required books , lab fees, reApplicant must be a Missouri
quired equipment rental, $865.00
r eside nt . Appl ica nts e nrolled in
monthly stipend.
KIDS ' CHANCE I NC_ OF MIS- Missouri schools will be given preference.
- S OURI
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
Applicant m ust be involved in
ARMY SCHOLARSIDP OPPORWha t is Kids' Ch a nce? I t is a t h e man a geme n t of na t ura l re-

sources, specifica lly: Fi~h, Wildlife, Forest, Soil, Water .
Applic a n ts mu st alrea dy
have earned at leas t 60 hours of
college credits.
Applications available in the
St udent Financial Aid Office. G1 Parker Hall .
Application deadline mus t
be r ece ived by: January 15,
1998.

The National 1
period for which the award is I P!1lgratIl was I
made .
Aro.erican w
The student must be a senior : the resoUIW
during the year for which the lth needtoal
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the time of appli~tion).
the word aitica
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tlons, and an essay must be sub- mother culture
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tion form.
Applications avail- IaI g>II
able in the Student Financial Aid . rolem~reb
Office,G-l Parker Hall . Applica- ~tand thV1!
. d ea dlin e must be receIve
. dbY: .I"rs · 0 .eqL
lion

PETER D . COURTOIS CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
SCHOLARSHIPS

January 15, 1998.

Two $1,000 (UB.) awards are
available throue:h the ACI Concrete Research and Education
Foundation (ConREF) for undergra duate study in concrete construction ' for t he 1998-99 academic year. The P eter D. Courtois
Concrete Construction Scholarship honor the memory of Peter
D. Courtois , whose long-term
commitment to practical achievements in constr uction focu sed on
the fields of formwork a nd tiltup construction.

REQUIREMENTS:
Thes e awa rds are open to
any undergraduate student in the
United States or Canada. The
student shall have achieved senior status in a four-year or longer
undergraduate program in engineering, constructiun, or technology during the year for which the
a w a rds are presented. The
awards will be made on the basis of demonstrated interest and
a biltiy to work in the field of concrete construction .
The stu de nt must h ave a
course load of 6 or more credit
hours each sem ester d uring the
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uyz2 IllO!aSlJ1gl'

I political Mb

CONCRETE RESEARCH AND UIREMENTS
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION OF ACI INTERNA- Asa U.s. nndE
you are eligiJ
TIONAL
ISEP scholarsj
~llowing ronditi
$3,000 (U.S.) awards are now US "
.
available through the ACI Inter- . ' otizanshij
national Concrete Research and ~~~
Education Foundation (ConREF) .l
. led I
. the field 0f l~ omo re ' Junior,
for graduate study ill
concrete for the 1998-99 academic ~t-s:cond3J
year. The a wards include the lIn UDl\'mlbl
Katharine and Bryant Mather IUUty rollege;
lo:redi .
Fellowship, ACI - W.R Grace Fel- .s Dtmg bodl
lows hip , V. Mohan Malhorta Fe!- lp 'l 'PartIn,r
lowship, Stewart C_ Watson Fel- ~dPYlDg toellj
lowship, and ACI Fellowships.
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REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any
student completing studies toward the bachelor degree or one
who has received a bachelor degree from a higher education institution which is accredited by
the responsible regional or national agency.
The following criteria must be
met by the applicant:
Mu s t have possession of a
bachelor degree from an accredited
program by the summer of 1998.
At the time of acceptance of
the fellowship (but not necessar-
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Application must be submit- ment Association (A&WMA) is
Program as a Jun'i or during the
This scholarship COVllrs eligible 1998-99 school year with a se- ted by: February 15, 1998.
pleased to announce that
applicant must have been accepted
$24,000 in scholarship and grants
for graduate study. This graduate expenses for tuition, fees , books, ries of courses related to an Acis available to full-time graduate
study must be in engineering, ar- and room and board to a maxi- counting, Finance, or ManageAMERICAN SOCIETY 0 F students pursuing careers in enchitectural, or materials science mum of$7,500 per academic year. ment degree.
Qualify as a full time stu- HEATING, REFRIGERATING vironmental sciences, such as air
program at an accredited college or Junior scholarship recipients can
university in the USA or Canada expect to receive a maximum of two dent (minimum of 12 hours a se- AND AIR-CONDITIONING EN- pollution control or waste manageGINEERS, INC.
which offers a graduate program in years of scholarship support. Se- mester).
ment, for the entire 1998-99 academic year. Awards are based on
Provide proof of previous
ooncrete design, materials, or con- nior scholarship recipients are eliA Grant-in-Aid is a grant of academic record, career plans and
struction, with the exception of the gible for a maximum of one year of scholastic achievement (minimum cumulative
3.0 grade- funds to a full-time graduate stu- goals, recommendations, and exV. Mohan Malhotra Fellowship scholarship 8upport.
point average on a 4.0 scholar dent of
ASHRAE-related tech- tracurricular activities.
which is available only to an appli- ELIGIBILITY:
To be considered for nomination, or equivalent) and be progress- nologies. Is is awarded once each
cant majoring in concrete J)la teriApplications availaPle in the
.
ing toward a degree or certifi- year for use in the following aca- Student Financial Aid Office, G-1
als science research and the a student must:
be a current sophomore or jun- cate.
demic year. Normally 20 to 25 Parker Hall.
Stewart C. Watson Fellowship
Provide a letter or recom- , grants are made each year.
which is available to an applicant ior pursuing a bachelor's degree on
Application deadline must be
Applicants should be involved postmarked no later than Wednesmendation from a college prowith a special interest in joints and a
full-time basis. A current fessor, a business person, and a in the heating, ventilation, air con- day, December 3, 1997.
bearings for concrete structures.
ditioning
or
refrigeration
Must be a full-time first or sec- sophomore sutdent in a two-year personal acquaintance.
Be capable of serving an in- (HVAC&R) fields or in related arond-year gradaute student during college who plans to transfer to a
baccalaureate program may be ternship in Kansas City during eas. These related areas
NATIONAL ACADEMY FOR
the entire fellowship year.
the summer '
may include indoor air quality, en- NUCLEAR
Must be proficient in the En- nominated.
TRAINING
ergy conservatio~, human comfort SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
have an average of at least B of 1998.
glish language (or French as reApplication deadline must or HVAC
quired in Province of Quebec or or the equivalent and be in the
upper'fourth ofhis or her class.
Spanish in Puerto RicO).
be submitted before: Decem- system design, operation or main- REQUIREMENTS:
be a U_S citizen, U.S. national, ber 31,1997.
Applications available in the
tenance.
a U.S. citizen or U.S. national
Applications must be received
Student Financial Aid Office, G-1 or resident ilien.
considering a career in the
have a demonstrated interst
by: December 15, 1997.
nuclear power industry
Parker Hall.
DEPARTtIENT OF ELenrolled at an accredited U.S.
Application deadline must be in a career in mathematics, th:e
college/university in an approved
EMENTARY AND SECONDreceived no later than: January 15, natural sciences, or engineering.
.
be' nominated by his or her cal- ARY EDUCATION MIS- RENEWAL FREE APPLICA- curriculum
1998.
lege or university on the official
SOURI TEACHER EDUCA-' TION FOR FEDERAL STUrelated to a career in the
nomination materials pro- TION SCHOLARSHIP
DENT AID (FAFSA) FOR 98/99 nuclear power industry, such as:
nuclear engineering,
NATIONAL SECURITY EDU- vided 'by the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship
CATION PROGRAM (NSEP)
This scholarship is a on- Renewal FAFSA will be mailed to
chemical engineering (nuclear
and Excellence in Education time .non-renewable award of students begi.n$g Novllmber 18, or power option), mechanical enThe NationalBecurity Educa- Foundation.
$2000 to be used in one aca- 1997. If a student does not receive gineering, (nuclear power option),
DEADLINE:
tion Program was designed to prodemicyear.
their renewal F AFSA by the middle electrical engineering (nuclear or
The campus'deadline is 4:30 REQUIREMENTS:
of January 1998, those students power option), power generation
vide American undergraduates
with the resources and encourage- p.rn.on December 5, 1997". AppliBe a Missouri resident.
will need to pick up and complete a health physics
Be a high school ·senior: regUlar 98/99 F AFSA . Those forms
ment they need to acquire skills and cations must be complete, includfree of post-college obligations
experience in countries and areas ing letters of reference and tran- freshman or sophomore at a will be available in the Student Fi- (e .g. ROTC or NUPOC) or active
of the word critical to the future scripts and returned to the Office community or four-year college nancial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall Iililitary service
security of our nation. As a student of the Vice Chancellor for Aca- or university in Missouri (with around December 1, 1997.
minimum GPA of 3.0 (on a
scale of 1.0 to 4.0) as of January I,
of another culture and language you demic Affairs, 204 Parker Hall, by not more than 60 college,credit
1998
will begin to acquire the interna- this date . The application is also hop.rs).
tional competence you need to com- available via our Home
Rank in the top 15% of their
at least one but no more than
municate effectively across borders, Page:http : //www. umr .edu/-ac- high school class or score in the THE NINETY-NINES, INC. three academic years of study reunderstand 'other perpectives and afrs/pressrel.html
top 15 national percentile ·on GREATER ST. LOUIS CHAP- maining to
analyze increasingly fluid economic
an ACT or SAT examination TER ADELA RIEK SCHARR
graduation (for co-operative
and political realities. .
(Last year the qualifying ACT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
education students, no more than
KANSAS CITY CHAPTER OF Score was 25).
six in-school semester or nine
THE CONSTRUCTION FIApplication packet,must be The Greater St. Louis Chapter, quarters)
REQUIREMENTS:
NANCIAL MANAGEMENT AS- submitted by: February 15, Ninety-Nines,'Inc. (an international
Applications available in the
As a U.S. undergraduate stu- SOCIATION
organization of licensed women pi- Student Financial Aid Office, G-1
1998.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
lots),
if
offering
an
academic
scholdent, you are eligible to apply for
Parker Hall.
The Kansas City Chapter of
Application deadline must
an NSEP scholarship if you meet
arship to qualified women stuCFMA is a professional organiza- DEPARTMENT OF EL- dents.
he following conditions:
be postmarked by: February '1,
U.S: Citizenship at the time of tion that is promoting growth of EMENTARY AND SECOND1998.
application.
c.nstruction finanical manage- ARY EDUCATION MIS- ELIGIBILITY:
Matriculated as a freshmen, ment in the Kansas City area. SOURI MINORITY TEACH-"
Be currently enrolled full time
sophomore, junior, or senior in a Since its inception in 1985, the ING SCHOLARSHIP.
in an accredited institution of A M E R I C A N
U.S. post-secondary institution, primary purpose of the Kansas
higher learning and be actively seek- ELECTRO PLATERS AND
including universities, colleges, and City Chapter has been to unite in. This s cholarship is a ing a degree in an aviation related SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIcommunity colleges accredited by dividuals having finanical respon- $3, 000 per year renewable career field. Academic progra ms ETY
an accrediting body recognized by sibilities in the construction indus- awa rd for up to-four years.
may be in Engineering, Sciences,
the U.S. Department of Education. try' and provide a forum through
The America n
Be a Missouri resident.
Liber al Arts, Business, a s well as
Applying to engage in a study which the members can meet to
Be African Americna, Asian flight or aircraft maintenance train- Electroplaters and Surface Finishabroad experience that meets home exchange ideas. We sincerely want American, Hispa nic American, ing. Determination of the r ela tion- ers Society offers scholarships to
to see construction fin ancial man- or Native American.
institution standards.
ship of the applicant's career plan upp er class undergradua te a nd
Be a high school senior, col- to aviation is part of the selection graduate students who are interPlanning to use the scholarship agement as a profession passed on
for study abroad . NSEP urider- to qualifed outstanding men and lege student, or returning a dult process.
ested in careers in the surface fin(without
a degree) who
Have successfully completed a ishing field.
graduate scholarships are not for women.
study in the U.S:
REQUIREMENTS:
ranks in the top 25 percent of minimum oforie (1) year in this acaScholarships will be awarded t h e ir hi gh s chool cl a ss and demic progr am with an aver a ge REQUIREMENTS:
Your study abroad program
based on merit and the recipient's scores a t or above the 75th per- grade of"C" or higher .
ends before you graduate.
U nde rgr a duate stude n ts
Applications ava ilable in t he must be studying in metallurgy,
Applications available in the potential contribution to the fi- centile on the ACT or SAT exStudent Financial Aid Office, G-l nancial man agement of the con· a mina tion , (Last year qualify- St udent Fina ncial Aid Office, G· ~ metallurgical engineering, ma teParker Hall. Application deadline: struction industry in · the Kan- in g A,CT score was 23.) OR, in - Parker Hall.
rials science or engineering, chemJanuary 26, 1998.
.
sas City a rea. Financial need may dividua ls who have completed
Application deadline must be istry, chemicarengineering, or enbe considered. To be eligible for a 30 college hours and have a cu- postmarked by: Fe bruary 1, 1998. vironmental engineering.
scholarship from the Kansas City mulative G. P A or 3.0. OR, in·
Se lection fact or s in cl ud e
THE BARRY M. GOLDWATER Chapter '7.n applicant must meet dividuals with a baccala ureate AIR & WASTE MANAGE MENT achievement, scholarship potenSCHOLARSHIP A"ND EXCEL- the following criteria:
tia l, motiva tion a nd interest in
degree who a re returning to a n ASSOCIATION
LENCE IN EDUCATION FOUNBe enrolled or pla n to enroll app rov e d m ath or science
the finishing technologies
DATION
in a n accredited four year Degree teacher education progra m.
The Air and Waste Mana gecontinued on page 18

ily at the time of application) the
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continued from page 17
Must be a full·time student
during the academic year the schol·
arship is received
Financial need is not a factor.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office. G·l
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
postmarked by: April 15, 1998.

MARY R. NORTO N M E M ORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
FOR WOMEN
Committee E ·4 of American
Society of Testing and Materials
(ASTM) is sponsoring a scholar·
ship for a woman college senior or
first year gradua.te student en·
rolled in Metallurgy or Materials
Science. The amount ofthe award
is $500.00.

REQUIREMENTS:
Student must be registered
full·time and must expect to be
classified as a senior or first year
graduate student during the aca·
demic year 1997·98.
Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office.
G·l Parker Hall.
Application deadline: December 15, 1997.

GLAMOUR MAGAZINE'S 1998
TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN
COMPETITION
Any woman who is a full·
time' junior (third year of under·
graduate study) at an accredited
college or university for the 1997·
98 aca demic year .

REQUIREMEN TS:
leader ship experience
involvement on campus a nd
in your community
excellence in your field of study
unique. inspiring goals
Applications available in
the Student Fina ncial Aid Office.
G·l Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
postmarked by: January 31,
1998.

1998 HARRY S. TRUMAN
SCHOLARSHIPS
In 1975 the US Congree es·
tablished the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship Foundation as a me·
morial to Missouri's native son.
The Foundation grants scholar·
ships to college students who are
committed to public service.
The Foundation defines pub·
lic service as employment in "gov.
ernment at any level. uniformed
services. public. interest organiza·

tions. non· governmental research
and/or educational organizations.
and public·service oriented non·
profit organizations such as those
whose primary purposes are to
help needy pr disadvantaged per·
sons or to protect the environ·
ment."
The scholarships are mono
etarily generous but limited in
number. Students eligible to be
nominated by their colleges ad
universities must be juniors who
are full·time students. They must
rank in the upper fourth of their
cla ss and be US citizens or US
nationals.
Students who are awarded
schola rships will receive up to
$3.000 for their Senior year of un·
dergraduate education and as
much as $27.000 for gradu a te
studies.
The University of Missouri·
Rolla campus faculty representa·
tive is Michael E. Meagher. Assis·
t ant Professor of Political Science.
He is currently actively soliciting
possible nominations from the fac·
ulty . In addition . prospective
nominees can contact Professor
Meagher directly.
Since any nomination pack·
age must be in the hands of the
Truman Scholarship Foundation
no later than January 27, 1998.
names for possible nomination
must be submitted to Professor
Meagher no later than November
15,1997.

INDUSTRIAL
HYGIENE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHI P
ANNOUNCED
Looking for the opportunity to
become a professional in a reward·
ing professio;'? If so. the Indus·
trial Hygiene Graduate Fellow·
ship program is for you. Industrial
hygienists anticipate . recognize.
evaluate, a nd control those envi·
ronmental factors or stressors aris·
ing in or £rom the workplace that
may cau se sickness. impaired
health. significant dlscomfort. or
inefficiency among workers.
Sponsored by the U.S . De·
p a rtment of Energy. Office of
Worker Safety and Health. the fel·
lowship program is accepting ap·
plications for the acedemic year
beginning September 1998. The
deadline for receipt of applications
is January 26,1998.
The primary goal of the fel·
lowship progra m is to increase the
number of industrial hygienists at
the master's degree level to help
ensure healthful working condi·
tions for employees of DOE reo
search and development facilities
throughout the United States.
Admi'nistered by the Oak
Ridge Institute for Science and
Education (QRISE). appointments
in the Industrial Hygiene Gradu·
ate Fellowship are for 21 months.
Fellows are required. how.ever. to

ubmit a renewal application at the
end of the first 12 months. The
program pays an annual stipend ______
of $15.600 in 12 monthly pay. '
ments of $1.300 and full tuition
and fees.. .
.
.
anizational
PartIcIpatIon In a three. ~ org
eprov
month practicum. a practical. l~place5~r Cen
hands·on work experience. at a lilt ;\C!lVII)' b n
DOE· designated facility is reo jtalesendaUC a
quired. Transportation expenses t ntioned otlic~
to and £rom the practicum site are ~
reimbursed and a dislocation al.
lowance of$400 per month is paid.
The program r~quired that fellows
, LaI11baa
agree to a s'ervtce obligatIon of one ~o am, d 'set
year for each academic year in the lke~forfun 131
fellowship program.
.....--::-:;:::
The program is open to U,S. 1:00pm: Re5lden~
citizens whgJ!,o ld the baccalaure. lock.Car.Crash. M,
ate degree and who have not com.
pleted more than one academic ~
year of graduate studies by.the ef· . ' "Mass
fective date of the fellowship ap •. mIDaTs•. r;1io
pointment. For application mao olublhzate ID~ .
terials or additional information. ,ross and!nt ace
please contact: Mary Kinney. In. ~
dustrial Hygiene Graduate Fel. iOO pm: Rugbytear
lowship program. Education and Lds ,
Training Division. Oak Ridge In.
stitute for Science and Education. 45 pm: Christia
105 Mitchell Rd .• MS 16. PO Box . RmUCW
117. Oak Ridge. TN. 37831.0117; vnnst
telephone (423) 576·9655; e·mail ~
kinneym@orau . gov. More infor. iOOpll\: Chessc u
mation is also available on the "'-_ _- Internet
at
http: / / loopm: MSMSpe
www • orau . gov l or i sel edu/ (cNun
uggradl ihl.htm.

Wedne
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Classifieds' ------Car Stereo Installation . Rates
starting at $25 + parts. Please call
368·3530 or e·mail jls@umr.edu.
MECP CE RTIFIED . 5 ye ars
experience.

Spring Break '98
Fr ee food and drin ks! Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida from
$399. Organize a small group and
travel FREE! Highest commissions
and lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus
representative (800)574·7577

Sofa For Sale: Good condition.
Taupe/Blue. $60. Call 341 · 9758 (on
campus) or email : cdr@umr . edu

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted ·
to promote SPRING BREAK!! Call Christian guitaristisingerlsongwriter
INTER·CAMPUS PROGRAMS at I· looking for like musicians to start
800·327·6013 or http: //www.icpt.com. Christian rock band . . Inquiries to
j hamer@umr . edu or call 9724.
MAZATLAN!

ROAD
CLOSED

free evaluation copies of the early
ver:sions of the software.
When completed; these expert
systems will diagnose circuit board
designs.
catch any potential problems, P(edict tlie extent of those problems. and
recommend ways for designers to fix
them'.
.'

do
typing
and
prepare
presentations.
FAST AND FRIENDLY!
Will pick up and drop off.
Call 341·9968.
Will

SPRING BREAK!
FREE TRIPS!
CASH!

University Theatre is looking for a
choreographer for the spring musical,
"A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Fonnn." If you are a trained
dane.er. and interested in this position.
please contact John Woodfin at 127
Castleman Hall; or call 341-4958. A
$500.00 stipend is offered for this
position.

HEY!!! I'm looking for people who
want: Flexible Hours, Above average
wages. like helping others. Serious
inquiries only. 573'368·3752.

Starting at $399! Includes
7 nights hotel, air, party &
food discounts. Organize a
group and travel FREE!
Call 1-888-472·3933
USA Spring Break Travel
Since 1976

Classified Ads are free for students
and may be submitted to the Miner
at I 03B Norwood Hall, or via e-mail
at miner@umr. edu.

but circuit board designers have;; lot
ofother things to concern themselves
with besides EM! problems.
"For example you've got thermal considerations. cost trade·ofTs,
.and manufaetuiing considerations to
take into ac.count .- plus you must
keep up with the latest in digital
iechnology," Huhing added. "Circuit
designers. can't<be experts in all of
these ar~, and so they're having to·
rely on tools to catch certain things
automatically. "
Already, the UMR EM! Expert
System Consortium has .d~veloped
prototype software that all pai'ti)...,
in lh.econsortiumareevw¥Dg, 1'I\i;
system software now i.n!der if
opment not oniy, lOcates poltbfi
probl~,. but also' anai~ t1i~
. an!,fprci.poses speclfil=: SOhiii~" •

IJEDW
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

~
>

(

Not to us! We're going straight ahead for
treatments and cures for 40 neuromuscular diseases.

People help MDA. .. because MDA helps people.

~

>
>

Twetve million American
kids never had a choice.
Won 't you choose to help

them! Call Second Harvest.
America's food bank net.
work. at 1-800.S32.FOOO:

HUNGI:!'·. HOPI:

II
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Calendar of Events

'lUI tlUti~

n : th:ee
nP acltcal
ence t
cilit ~ a I
o YIS Ie
n expellS~
CIUQ site

location~
0nthisPald
thatfello",

All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UC .V.
Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.

I

'We~ne~day
L,l;..__...;;Il.i.__"';:---..-

11

ationofo~ 9:30 am: Lambcda Sigma Pi selling
CYearin tlu tickets for fundraiser, The Puck

pen to U.S 12:00 pm: Residence Hall Association
baccalailll
Mock-Car-Crash, Mall/Library
ave not COlli
e academ;,
esbytbe e! 4:00 pm: UMR Chemical Engineering
Uowship ap seminars', ' "Mass Transfer of a
ication ma Solubilizate in a N1icellar Solution and
mormatioa Across and Interface", 125 Schrenk
KinneY,lJI
a'duate Fel -4:-00-p-m-:-R-ug-b-y-t-eam-p-ra-c-ti-c-e,-R-u-gb-y
ucatiOQ ani fields _
Ik Ridge l~

IEducatio~

I

I

7:00 pm: American-Society of Civil
Engineers, 117 CE

seminar, "Future Directions on Human- ·
Friday
Buehler
Computer Interaction", 209 M-CS
.....- - - - - - - - - -. .
6:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner basketball
9:00 am : Student Environmental
3:30 pm: Mechanical and -Aerospace Action Coalition National Recycling vs. University of Missouri-Columbia,
Columbia, Mo.
Engineering and Engineering Mechanics Day information booth, The Puck
seminar, "Macro-to Microscale Heat
Transfer: The Lagging Behavior", 214 9:30 am: Lambda Sigma Pi selling 6:00 pm: UMR swimming vs. Drury
College, MulticPurpose Bldg
ME Annex
tickets for fundrai ser, The Puck

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, G-3
Schrenk

6:00 pm :
"Chri stian Campus
Fellowship, Mark Twain or Missouri
RmsUCE

6 :20 pm:
Associated General
Contractors, 217 CE
6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute,
118 CE

Tlulr:sdiy
?"
'

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

9:30 am: Lambda Sigma Pi selling
tickets for fundraiser, The Puck

7:00 pm: SI. Pats, 107C ME Annex

10:00 am: Staff Council, 117 Fulton
Hall

7:00 pm: Physics Dept. seminar,
"Birth of Stars: Where We Came From",
104 Physics

16, PO Boi S:4S pm: Christian Scie'nce Org.,
17831.0111, Sunrise Rm UCW
1655; e.mail

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS

Moreinfor. 6:00 pm.: Chess club, Gallery UCE
able on tb!

3:00 pm: Men's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpo.se Bldg

http:// 6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
ise / edu/ McNutt

3:30 pm: Computer Science Dept.

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 Eman

3:00 pm: Trap & Skeet Club, 107

continued on page 20
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.Pizz_a & Steak House
Opne 7 Days A Week

Welcome Back Special!

With Student LD.
Specials Not Included

,Color Copies ~- 69 ¢
Black & White Copies 2 ¢
(Limit 500 per day, 8-1 /2"xll ")

Good Through November 30

Sunday - Thursday after 3pm
Offers good for a Limited Time 0 Dine in or Carry out Only

We specialize in
Southside Shoppers World
Highway 63 South
364:0006
364-0007 (fax)
9-6 M-F
9-1 Saturday
,k net·

FOOD:

, I

Pizza • Steak • Gyros • Souvlaki Spaghetti • Lasagna 5%Beer & Wine Available .

1049 Kingshighway

0

Rolla

Call for Carry Oll.t or pelivery

~~~364-8687~~~

r~

]i .
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from page 19
7 :00 pm : Show Me Anime, 204
MeN utt

10:00 am : Tau Kappa Epsilon Pool
Tournament, Game Room UCE

6:00 pm: UMR Independents officers
meeting, Walnut Rm UCW

7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, G-3 ChE

4:00 pm: UMR Chemical Engineering
seminar, ".North American Phosphorus!
Phosphat~ Industry" , 125 Schrenk

1 :30 pm: Chin ese Student Assn., 105,
117,2 15,2 16 ME

7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers/Assn. of Black Students, 204
McNutt

7:00 pm: Film Festi val Vertigo , Leach
Theatre Castleman Hall

5:45 pm: Christian Science Org.,
Sunrise Rm UCW

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge
UCE

6:00 pm: Cliess club, Cafeteria UCE

7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Empire
Records, 104 ME

2: 00 pm :
Unive rsity C hoir
performance "In Prai se of Music:
Hymns, Songs and odes for St. Cecilia",
•• ioI'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _iII_ Leach Theatre Castleman Hall .

I

I' ,
~
-

10:00 am: Tau Kappa Epsilon Pool
Tournament, Game Room UCE
1:00 pm: Rugby team vs. St. Louis
Hornets, Rugby fields
1:00 pm: UMR Miner football vs.
Southwest Baptist University, Jackling
Field
2:00 pm: Cliess Club, Gallery UCE

6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Cl ub, 204
McNutt

8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, 125 ChE
3:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi initiation, 114
CE
6:30 pm :
C hristian Campus
Fellowship Sunday evening Church
Service, 104 ME
7:00 pm: Men's and women's
volleyball club practice, Multi-purpose
Bldg

8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, I 10
Buehler Bldg.

11 : 05 am: School of Mines and
Metallurgy seminar, "Hazardous Waste
Remediation Course", 317 McNutt
3:30 pm:
Christian
Fellowship, 106 Eman

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

11 :30 am: University Orators Chapter
ofToastrnasters International, Missouri
RmUCE
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ ..
4:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar,
"Chiral Separation by Capillary
Electrophoresis", G-3 Schrenk

November

:.:;.--

Incid
by8rianMCB
~t
statfWn er

7:00 pm: AIChE,9-3 ChE
9:00 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 126
Schrenk Hall

Campus

7:00 pm: American Institute of
Aeronautics &..e.s.tro~autics, I 07C ME
Annex

9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208
Harris Hall

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

7:00 pm: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, G-31 EE

5:00 pm: IFC, 216 McNutt

7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Empire
Records, 104 ME
7:00 pm: UMR Miner basketball vs.
Dream Builders Exhibition, MultiPurpose Bldg

7:00 pm : Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

10:00am: Student Council blood drive,
Centeimial Hall UCE

6:30 pm: Student Council Exec meeting,
Missouri Rm UCE

8:00 pm:
Schrenk

12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
1735 N. Bishop Ave

7:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner basketball
vs . Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville, Edwardsville, III.

Alpha Chi Sigma, G-3

.4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

In the Nove
Miner, there lVa5
instances ofphy!
pus. Thefirstw~
second was in th
crimes were com
about 5to 7and
schoolage Lastw
JXlintedwhitetoc
cording to the
reasons for the co
once of<gang graff
section of graffiti
identified as being
calledthe "810ods
TJ tunnel assault

7:00 pm: AIAA, 107C ME Annex
4:00 pm: Chemical Engi~eering Dept.
seminar, "Information Models for Batch
and Real Time Processes", 125 Schrenk

7 :00 PT: Assn: of Engineering
Geologists, 212 McNutt

9llKSioftS

PDhasbeenaware
many years. For tI
Rolla as a happy
crim~ think again
Rolla PD,thereare
1010 gang membe.
differentgangs,righ
'O'<nlioned include
riples",dO.Gs.
The evidence
",ceofgangs in Ro
Captain 'RoyDay (

Hair Salon
Students receive 20% Discount
Walk-ins Welcome
704 North Bishop, Rolla, MisSouri 364-6965

' Innovai

by Ellen Hugg.

Staff Writer

PIZZA PAlACE

For the firs
.h.ch paved the wa
giassinroroadsand

Real Italian Pizza

122 w. 8th St. Rolla, MO

used lopav~ anairp

MON·THUR 11AM-11PM
FRI-sAT ' • 11AM· 1AM
4PM·11PM
SUN

CALL FOR DEUVERY
OR'TAKEOUT
LARGE DINING ROOM

384-2869
• SALADS. SANDWICHES. PASTA

5 % BEER ON SUNDAY
...-_ _ _ _ SPECIALITIES _ _ _ _-,

'J!'onandtaxiway.

~sfromUMRpro

PREREQUISITE: ADRENAUNE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren 't
your character, confidence and
words you're likely to see in many
decision-making skills . Again,
course requirements. Then again
words other courses seldom use.
Army ROTC is unlike any other
But they're the credits you need to
elective. It 's hands-on excitesucceed in life. ROTC is open to
men!. ROTC will challenge you
freshmen and sophomores withmentally and physically
out obligation and requires
through intense leadership
about five hours perweek.·Regtraining. Training that builds .........Iir"':"""I ister this term for Army ROTC.

~,

.

.C

,,~ena1rshold'
~~
'ngu,

• GYROS • SOUVlAIO • HOMEMADE lASAGNA •

I Dr.Delbe~ E. [
essorofcerarnicen
Ind oneofth .
Th' e.nver
~~ ernfonnatio

• GlEn: SAlAD • SPINACH PIE • IIAJClAVA

ARMY ROTC

WE WANT YOUR COMMENTS POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE sO THAT WE CAN GIVE
YOU THE B£ST POSSIBLE SERVICE

CII:I

mpavingtherunwa
mgapronal theR~
1Ort,asmall genec<
After paving t
runway with four 1
~t conrained lOp<
has painted witl
COnlained waste gl
~gmenl. The glaspl
'commercial asphalt
·1dthen placed usi
rnentu5e(j for layin

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

1111

For details, visit Room 301, Harris Hall or call

341-4744
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